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]. F. Zn1MER).JA "

~I.

A., Ph. D.

The record of Dr. Zimmerman's service to the University and, through the
University, to the State i one of rare accomplishment.
Durin CY Dr. Zimmerman's administration the enrolment has more than
doubled, and through the e tablishment of the College of Education the University has been brought in closer contact with the prol lems of secondary and elementary education in the State. It is Dr. Zimmerman's aim to de\'e]op the rich
cultural and economic resources of ew ?lIexico through a program of research
at the niversity. He i keenly interested in the student life of the institution,
and with the cooperation of the Board of Hegents has inaugurated a program
of campus improvement which ,,"ill make possible the de\·elopment of the type
of campus \\·hich the students desen·e.
Dr. Zimmerman's unusual abil ity, keen judgment, and most pleasing personality have made him 10\'ed by al1 with whom he has come in contact. Under his
leadership the Uni\·ersity of New Mexico is looking forward to an even larger
program of en'ice to the young people of the State and to the 'tate as a whole.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~<>
Twenty-two

The College of Arts and Sciences at the Uni"ersity of Tew Mexico is under the competent
guiding hand of Dean Shannon. Dean Shannon
came to this school from the University of the
Philippines, where he held the position of head
of the English department. However, this is not
Dean Shannon's first year in this institution,
since he served as assistant professor here in
1925-26. The College of Arts and Sciences is
the largest College on the campus, and the leader hip of it is inevitably connected with a great
deal of labor. However, Dean Shannon has carried his task cheerfully and most admirably, and
deserves a great deal of credit.
DEAN SHA

DEAN ROCKWOOD

0

Character, judgment, efficiency, understanding of men, and technical ability are said to be
the prime requisites for success in engineering.
If this is true, the students in the College of
Engineering are benefited by a most fitting example of what an engineer should be in their
Dean, R. S. Rockwood. Dean Rockwood has
served the University for many years-ten, to
be exact. It has been the purpose of the College of Engineering to develop the practical side
of their work in conjunction with the more theoretical part of the curricula. If the success of
graduate engineers of the University prove that
this has been accomplished, then this College has
undoubtedly attained its aims.

-~",>-j~~---~~~""""""''''''''''''''-
Twenty-three

The College of Education is the division of
the University whose function is the training of
teachers. principals. supervisors. superintendents.
and other educational workers. Th is College is
the youngest upon the campus, having been established in 1928. Dr. S. P. Nanninga is the
Dean of the College of Education. Dean anninga has an admirable background for his
IVork, having had ten years experience in high
school work. Dean Nanninga is very popular
with the student body, and the rapid advance in
enrolment in this College testifies to the fact
that Dean Nanninga is making a real success
of his young College.
DEAN NANl'\I1\GA

The Graduate School has undergone a gradual
upward development th rough out its history.
The School finally reached its present stage of
del'elopment in 1927. Dean B. F. Haught of the
Graduate School has had a great deal of experience in college education and in 1929-29 was
Dean of the Educational College in the Unil'ersity of New Mexico. In the Graduate Schooi
the student is expected to del'elop initiatil·e.
IJOIver of though t, and re~ea rch in his 111 a j 0"
field. The idea that time merely spent in undergraduate c1a s exercises is all that is required
to earn a degree is done away with, and a high
al'erage must be maintained to be eligible for
registration in this School.

Twenty-four

DEAN HACGllT

The Univer ity of
ew Mexico started in
1929 for the first time, a semester with a fulltime Dean of ~1en and \\'omen, The purpose
of the office of Dean of l\len is to help students
to succeed in college life, It has been found
that this succe involves, beside native ability,
nch items a personal habits. recreation. amusements, initiative, definite purpose, lack of distractions, and knowledge of the techni lues of
study. Dean Knode has always tood ready to
help any student to find a way out of his perplexities, and for his square-dealing "'ith the
men of the University, he has gained the admi ration and respect of the whole University.
j) EAK

)

KK 0
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OI/Lell

Dean Clam'e was also the fir t full-time Dean
of \ \'omen in the Univer ity of New Mexico,
The re ponsibility of this position, that is the
most direct means of contact between student
body and faculty, i 11ard to e timate. Yet Dean
Clauve has accomplished uccessfully thi e tablishing of relations, Dean Clam'e is the only
Dean in the
niversity whose Alma Mater i
the Uni"ersity of New 1exico, She, by her
initiative and vigor, has done everything in her
power to further the interests of her former
tudent body, and because of these efforts, ha:;
gained great popularity upon the campus.
DEAN CLAUVE

Twenty-five

Charles Elkanah
Hodgin

Lynn Boal Mitchell
A. B. (Ohio State Uni·
versity); A. M., Ph. D.
(Cornell
University).
Professor of Latin and
Creek.

LL.D.

(niversity
of
Mexico). Professor
Emeritus of the University of :\ew ~lexico.
~ew

George Willis St. Clair

John Dustin Clark

A. B .. A. M. (Whitman
College); Ph. D. ( ni·
versity of California).
Professor and Head of
EnRlish Department.

B. S., M. S. (l\ew Hamp·
shire College of Agr:cul·
tme and Mechanic Arts);
Ph. D. (Leland Stanford
\"niversity). Professor of
Chemistry.

Robert Spencer
Rockwood

Simon Peter
?\anninga

B. S. (Denison Univer·
sity); M. S. ( niversity
of Michigan). Dean of
olleg-e of Engi neeri ng
and Professor of Physics.

M. A. (Stanford
niver·
sity); Ph. D. ( niversity
of California). Dean of
the College of Education.

Francis Medforth
Denton

Robert Walpole Ellis
B. s. ( niversity of outh
Dakota); M. S. (University of \Visconsin). Professor of CeoloRY.

(Hymel'S College, Hull,
~:ngland); A. c. C.
I.
(Central Teehnical Col·
leRe. London). Professor
and Head of the Depart·
ment of Electrical EIIg-ineering.

Twenty-six

·\delbert Dief endor [

Charles, \nthony
Barnhart

H. S .. C. E. (Ohio Nortbern

L"Ith-ersity). Profes-

n. A., :'>1. A. ( niversit)'
of 1IIinois). Professor of
.Mathematics.

sor of Civil Eng-incering.

Wilma [.o}" Shelton

Edward Franklin
Ca tetter

A. II. (University of Illinois and University oi
Arkansas); n. L. S. (L'ni-

A. B. (Lebanon Valley
Collel(e); M. . (Pennsylvania State Collel(e); Ph.
D. (Towa State Collel(e).
Head of Departmen t of
lJiolol(Y.

"ersity of Illinois Library School). Librarian

and Associate Professor
of Library Science

'vViJliam Frederick
Dejongh

France Vinton Scholes
B. A .• M. A. (Harvard
University).
Associate
rrofessor of History and
Political Science.

A. B. (University of
Michigan); A. M. (University of ~lichi~an and
Harvard University). Instructor in ~lodern Languages.

i\Iarion Dargan

Elizabeth Franci
Simpson

A. B. (\\-offord College);
M. A. (Columbia niversity); Ph. D. ( niversity
of Chicago). Associate
Professor of History and
Political Science.

B. S. (Uni\-ersity of !\ew
~1ex;co).
Professor of
I rome Economics and Suo
peT-viso," of the Dining
Iiall.

~-"-.b-~~~~~~ ~~~""'__

Twenty-seven

Ben jal11in Franklin
HaLight

Jay Carroll [,node
A. B .. A. 111. ( niversilY
of Nebraska); Ph, I).
(Columbia
l:niversity).
Dean of Men and Pro·
fessor of Philosophy.

A. B. (West Virg-inia
University); M. 1\. (Co'
lumbia University); Ph.
D. (Georg-e Peab~dy Col,
lege), Professor of l'sy,
cholog"Y and Education
and Director of the Graduate School.

Crace Thompson

Frank Driver Reeve

R. M. (Defiance Colleg-e).

A. B. o A. M. (University
of New Mexico). lllstructor in History and Political Science .

Head of Music Department.

.\nita filaria Osuna

John Babcock Baker

B. A. (University of ;';ow
~Iexico); M.
1\. (Stanbrd University), Assist·
ant Professor in
Ro
manee LallRu3Rcs.

II. 5 .. ~1. S. (L'niversit)"
of Illinois).
Associah.'
Professor and Head of
Department of i\1echalli·
cal EnRineering.

George Pope Shannon

].loyd Spencer
Ti reman

B.

A.

(Vanderbilt L'ni·
A .. P;1. D.
University).

versity); M.

A. B. (L:pper Jowa Uni,
versity); A. ~1. (Cniver
sity of lown); Ph. D.
(University
of Jowa)
Associate Professor of
Education).

(Stanford

Profess')!" of Eng-lish :l.nd

Dean of ,I'e Collrgc of
Ar:5 and Sciences.

Twenty-eight

Carroll Vincent
Newsom
A.

Cecil Vivian Wicker
A. B .. A. M. (University
of Michigan). Assistant
Professor of Eng-lish.

B.

(Colleg-e of Emporia); A. M. (University of Michig-an). Assistant Professor of Mathematics.

Florence V/hite Smith

Tom La fayette
Popejoy

lnstructor

in

Voice.

Il_ A., M. A. (University
of New Mexico). Assistant Professor of Ecollom·
ics and Graduate Manag't'r of Athletics.

Dorothea
Fricke

Thomas Matthew
Pearce

~Iarie

]nstrucl:Jr in At-t.

B. A. (University of
Montana); M. A. (University of Pittsburg-). Assistant Professor of En~·
lish.

Fred William Allen

Roy William

A. B., M. A. (University

JOh11S011

A. n.
( niversity
Michig-an). Director
Athletics.

of Kansas).
Assistan t
Professor of Biolog')'.

T we1l fj'-II ill C

of
of

Lena Cecile Clauve
11. A. (University of
New Mexico). Dean of
\'·omen.

Chester Rus ell, Jr.
Il. S. (University of New
~1cxico).
Instructor in
Electrical Eng-ineering.

Veon Carter Kiech
B. S. (University of Tew
~1exico); M. S. (Stanford
University).
Assistant
Professor of Chemistry.

'vVillia11l l\Iartin
Kunkel
Part·timc Instructor in
"'ood \\'ind Instruments
and B;l11(1.

Lillian Russell
Assistant Lihrarian.

Heginald Fisher
B. S., ~I. A. (University
of ~ew ~1exjco). lnstruc·
tor in ArchaeoloR'Y.

l\[ildred Dodds
B. S., M. S. (Iowa State
College of A~Ticlilture
and Mechanic Arts). Instructor in Home Economics.

'Villis Lee Barnes
Director of Physical Education and Freshmen
Coach.

Stuart Alvord
Northrop

Edgar L. Hewett
B. Pd .. M. Pd. (Teacher,;
College of Greeley,Colo.);
D. Sc. ( niversity of Ge·
neva); LL.D. (Cniversity

B. S. (Sheffield
cien·
tific School); Ph.D. (Yale
llniversity).
Associate
Professor and II ead of
Geology Department.

of Arizona).

John Patrick
McFarland

Nina McGinnie
Ancona

A. B. (University of New
Mexico). Assistant Ath·
letic Director ancl Freshmen Coach.

Instructor of Pipe Organ.

Patrick Miller

Elsie Ruth Chant
D.

A. B. (University of New
)'1exico). Ilursar.

. ( niversity of New

Mexico).
Enl(lish.

Instructor

in

Gerald P. Webb

.\lice 1\1. Olson

Director of United Re·
lil(ious Work Council and
Student Employment.

Active Re~istrar.

.~
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Thirty-olle

(7,/1710 ()110'er
Far a[lO'l'e thr Rio Gralldl'.
Witll its silver hlle.
Stallds our 110ble AlII/a 1I1ater,
Glorious to 71ie7 '.
High abo'ue the bllstlill.r/, Illfllllllillq
Of the bllsy t07l'll,
[<ra11lrd b'Y 'yollder crill/soil 1I101l1ltai1lS,
Loob she prolldly d07UII .
.)'7urll the chorlls, sj>red it am 'ard,
Sillg her praises [olldfoy. Oh.
lTail to Thee, Olfr AlII/a lIfa/rr
Of l\ ew 1Ifexico.
To thr sOlfth Socorro's Sll/II/Ilits.
With their purple ha::e,
To the 1I0rtlt tlte SIl07l'-capped qlorirs
Of tlte SOlita Frs,
To the east tlte grrat Salldias
Lift their Iteads all Itiqlt;
To tIle west the five 7'olcal1oes
Pierce tlte Slfllsrt sky.
Swell tlte cltorlls, speed it onward,
Sillg Iter praises lOlfdly, Olt,
!Jail to Thee, aliI' Al11la Mater
Of j\le71' Jl1exico.

~f--~~~~~.tt~""'~""""'~~~
Thirty-hIla

cJiudenl

~dminislralion

COX, SHATTUCK, WALKER, ARLEDGE

RII.EY. SEERY, UPl'. ROI.LlE, POTTS

President.
Vice-President
Secretary-Treasurer.

.
.

.
.

.......... Frank Stortz
Margaret Cox
.
Bertha Walker

(7)

.

CJ~elwese1daf1ves

Floyd Shattuck.
Richard Arledge
Richard Riley ..
James Seery.
iVIamice Lipp.
Allan Rollie.
FRANK STORTZ
Presidcnt of thc Associated Studcnts

Richard Potts.
Max Dieffenbach

. ... Senior
......... Senior
Junior
.
.
.......

Junior
ophomore
.

Sophomore
.
Freshman
........... Freshman

· JJATTlTK

CRILE

LOYE

ARLEDGE

FLOYD Sf-IATTDCK
President
FLORE 'CE CRILE
Vice-President
RUTH LOVE.................................... ecretary-Treasurer
RICHARD ARLEDGE
Stunent Council Representative

The Class of 1930-Tempus fugit-we have scholars as 1930 has produced
ixteen-Phi Kappa Phi's and igma Tau' which greatly enhances the cholastic rating of our University.

In stude\lt activities, we have had eldom-equalled success. The tradition of
Homecoming ha been firmly fixed and other feature strongly established a
the publications of the Lobo and the Mirage.
The Class has furnished her hare of Vat-sity athletes and others whose accomplishments have helped to maintain New Mexico's record of success in all
phase of inter-collegiate competition.
TI1U with uch a varied list of attainment, we can face the cruel, cruel
world and look forward hopefully to the future.

Thirty-five

O'CONXOR

SEF:R\'

RTLEY

RTCTIARD RILEy
ARCfIIE \\'ESTFALL.
LOUIS E O-CO).'l\OR,.,
,.,
JA~IE. SEERy ... , .. ,
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\Yeo the Class of 1931. ha\'e et an unp;uallelled record at U.
both of the big fights, freshman and ophomore years.

. :'I.-we lost

Not daunted with such trifling set-backs, the Class IS working for a progressive University, and great interest is being taken by all so that the Mirage
and Junior Promenade have promise of being the most notable in the history of
the school.
In our school generation ollr athletes have been most outstanding, and have
been consistent stars.
\Vith a good foundation and with the traditional Lobo spirit. we can turn to
the future with assurance that we shall carryon our heritage.

Tliirt'Jl-six

dlte doplwI1wre @/ass

LIPP

ROBI;'; 0;';

MAURICE, LIPP
GRACE ROBINSOX.
;-.J ELLI E CLARK
ALLE - ROLLI E.

.

CL\RK

ROLLlE

President
Vice-President
Secretary- Treasurer
indent Council Representative

High and mighty :ophs-Freshman year wa like a mirage, it passed so
quickly. Our prowess is undisputed becau e of our victories. The Freshmen
were made to toe the line \\·ith the Vigilance committee in charge of ceremonies.
nder strict upper-class tutelage \\'e have all de\'eloped and have fought to
gain the recognition due tiS in all the different mode of endeavor.
whooping
"Sophomore Brawl'" was taged-(blank)-however, gives promise.
11 of us are anxiously 100kinO" forward to 1930 and our Junior year, confident that we have proved worthy of becominO" upper-clas men.

Thirty-seven

POTTS

BROOKS

RA~ISAY

RICHARD POTTS
DORIS BROOKS
1-] ARRY RA}.] EY

Prcsident
\-ice-Presidcnt
Secretary-Treasurer

CHARLES DIEFFF.1\BACH

Studcnt Council Representative

\\'e, the CIa s of 1933, came to the "U" fr0111 many widely scattered hamlets
and cities-some Green, others Greener. \Ye registered in some courses we
thought we wanted and some we did not want.
Various brotherly organizations made idols of uS for a time, but only another of life's illu ions as some of us later found out.
Khatali rose to unprecedented heights and "pots" were indelibly lmpre sed
on us.
Next the "Profs" took matters in their own hands-some of us were lucky
and some of us left the ranks to try our fortune' elsewhere.
\\'ith spirit we tackled the Sophomores, but such is fate-our education was
completed.
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~niors

nichard F.
1\ rleclge, Jr.
Albu(!uerque. N. M.
~1ajor: History.
1\1inor: Economics.
Pi Kappa Alpha ;Khatali;
Student Council '30; Inter·
Fraternity Council '30;
Debate '27; Cheer Leader
'27. '28.

.\nita Ayala
Albuquerque. N. M.
~1ajor: Spanish.
?\1inor: English.

Ci "eulo EspanoJ.

Estelle Bently
Huntsville. Missouri.
Major: Biology.
"Minor: Engllsh.Psychnl·
ogy.

'Willard Is.duro
.A rllli j 0
Santa Fe. N. M.
Major: History.
Minor: Enl't1ish.
Transfer New
·~\'Icxico
j\1ilitary Institute.

\Vilbur Barrows
Albuquerque. r\. M.
Major: Civil Engineering-.
Pi Kappa Alpha; Basket·
hall '29; Lobo Staff '2<>,
'3D; A. A. C. E.

\Nallace ,\. Bisbee
Br;stow, Okla.
Major: Geology,
M"innr: Phys:cs.
Si~ma Chi; Mira~e 5t"rr
'30; Dramatic Club '2~.
'3D; "Lightnin·... '·Mr.
Lazarus." Transfer Ok-

lahoma "U."

Henry Blackburn
BowlinR Green, Ky.
Ai ajar: Economics.
'II inor: Psycholo~y.
Phi Kappa Psi.
Transfcr Vanderbilt "U."

RolJert Botts
Albuquer(!ue, N. M.
Major: History.

'" i nor: Economics.
Pi Kappa Alpha.

\\'illadene Brown

Georgia Burdell

EI Paso. Texas.
.\lajor: 1l stoq,·.

Amarillo. Texas .
)[ajor: Spanish.
1\'finor: History.
Chi Omega; Panhellcl1 il'
President '30; Lobo :toff
'28, '29; Y. W. C. A.;
W. A. A.; F~rum '30;
El Circulo Espano!.

~1

inor: Eng-lish.
Chi
Omeg-a:
Drama t ic

Club. Sec and Treas. '33;
. ~cw Lady l3anto~k.·J
. Li~htn:n'''' Lobo Staff
'30; Mirage Staff '3);
Transfer £1 Paso Junior
Colle~e.

Jeanne Campbell

Leo F. Carden

AlbuQUl'!·que. N. ~L
Major; Psyc~o:ogy.
Minor: EnJ.{lish.

Albuquerque, N. l\1.
Civil Engineerillg.

Alpha Chi Omeg-a; Trans-

r...

"'esleyan
).. aeon. Ga.

College,

Jack Cl:ne

Lucille Cisco

Farmington, 1\. l't.
Major: Electrical Elll;i·

Nara Visa, 1\. ~r.

Maj~r:

English.
)'linor: History.

neering.

Kappa SiR'ma.

Mary Grace Colvin

Louise H. Cae

Gibbsland. Louisiana.
Major: Education.
:.\1inor: English.
Kappa Kappa Gamma;
Lobo Staff '30; Forum '30;
Y. \Y. C. A.; Transfer
Louisiana Colleg-e, Louisiana Tech.; National U.

Glencoe. 1\ . .M .
l\tajor: School Adm:nis·
tration.
:Minor: Spanish.
Alpha Delta Pi; Y. \\'.
C. A.; El Circulo Es,
panol; Transfer I U. -, of
Texas, Columbia ·'u."

of
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~1exico.

Margaret Cox
Albuquerclue. X.

~'Iajor:

Florence Crile
~r.

Roswell, N. M.
-Major: History.
.Minor: English.
Alpha Chi Omega; Dramatic Club '29. '30; El
Circulo
Espanal; Panhellenic '29; Y. W. C. A.;
W' A. A.

Minor:

Kappa Kappa Gamma;
Theta Alpha Phi; Student Council V.-Pres.;
Dramatic Club; "Star of
Madrid."

Bill DeGrvse

Catherine Delgado

Albuquerque. N. nf.
Major: History.
i\1illor: Education.
Khatali; Football '27, '28,
'29, '30.

BeJen. N. M.
Major: Spanish.
Minor: Eng-lish.
EI Circulo Espano!.

Dorothy Diver

Ned K. Elder

Los Ang-eles. Calif.
)'fajor: English.
:\1inor: French; Anthropology.
Chi
Omega;
Dramatic
Club; Y.W.C.A.; W.A.A.
Pres. '30; Panhellenic '29;
Glee Club.

Albuquerque. N. M.
Major: Economics.
Minor: En~lish.
Pi Kappa Alpha; Theta
Alpha
Phi;
Dramatic
Club;
, Goose
Hang-s
High;"
"The
Brat;"
. Star of :Madrid:" "New
Lady Bantock;" "Light·
nin';" "Mr. Lazarus;"
"The Wild Duck;" Lobo
'29, '30; Business Manag"cr
LV"
Handbook;
Band.

Marian Eller

Ethel Erlandson

Albuquerque. ?\. M.
Major: English.
Minor: History,
Kappa

Kappa

Albuquerque. N. M.
Major: En~dish.
:Minor: History.
Phi Kappa Phi: EI Circlllo Espanol '30.

Gamma;

Mortarbnrd Jr.; Pa-yatya-mo Sec. '30.
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Evelyn 'French

B. M. French

Carrizozo, N. ~L
Major: English.
Minor: History.
Alpha Omicron Pi; Trans·
fer Univ. of Tenn.

Carrizozo. N. M.
~I.ajor: Civil Engineering.
PiK.:lOpa Alpha; Sigma

Tau: Pres. of A. A. C. E.

Lela Goodart

Elizabeth Greaves

Roswell. T. M.
Major: Home Economics.
Minor: History.
Akiho Cluh '30: W. A. .1\.
'30.

Portales, N. M.
Majnr: Home Economics.
Minor: English.
Alpha Chi Omega; Akiho
Club '30; \Y. A. A. '29,
'30; Y. \Y. C. A. '29, '30;
Transfer T'exas \\Toman's
('0 II eJ(e.

Harriet Henry

Telfair Hendon

Alhuquerque, N. M.
Major: HOITI(; Economics.
Minar: English.
Transfer North Dakota

Birmingham, Ala.
Major: English.
Minor: History.
Theta Alpha Phi; Lobo
Business Mana~er '29;
Athletic Council '29; Dra·
matic Club '29, '30; "Love
'Em and Leave "Em:'
~'New
Lady Bantock;"
"Wild Duck;" Editor of
"Y" Handbook '28; Mi·
rage Staff '30; Forum '3Q;
Transfer WashinJ(ton and
Lee.

"LT."

Rebecca Fee Judy

Kathleen Hickok

Albuquerque. N. M.
Major: IIistory.
Minor: English.
Kappa Kappa Gamma;
Theta Alpha Phi; Dra·
matic
Club;
<'Pigs;"
"LiJ:{htnin'."

Ulysses. Kansas.
Major: English.
Minor: Anthropology.
Chi Omega; Mortarboard
Jr. Sec. and Treas. '30;
Theta Alpha Phi; Pi
Gamma Mu; Dramatic
Club'; "The Brat;" f'Love
J Em
and Leave 'Em;"
"New Lady Bantock;"
Y. W. C. A. Pres. '30;
Transfer Kansas State
AJ(ricultural College.
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\'irgil Judy

Ruth Kay

A lbuqucrclue. ;\. ,\1.

Albuquer<!ue. N. i\L
~[ajor: ] lome Economics.

:Major: English.
~1inor: History.
Kappa Sigma; Theta Alpha Phi; Dramatic Club
·2R. '29, '30.

:\'linor: Art.

Alpha Delta Pi; Akiho
Club '29, '30; Dramatic
Cluh '28; Y. \V. C. ,\.

Ruth Lathrop

,\c1eline Lawson

Albuquerque, N. M.
l\fajor: !-[ome Economics.
Minor: Education.
Alpha Chi Omel(a; Akiho
Club Pres. '30; ])r~fllatic
Club '27; Y. \V. C. II.

Alamogordo, N. M,
.M ajor: History.
Minor: Enl'(lish.
Kappa Kappa Gamma.
Transfer Lindcfwood. N[o.

Oliver Leone

Elizabeth Leese

Gallup. X. M.
:\1ajor: Chemistry.

Albuquerque. N. i\1.
Major: History.

.Minor:

Minor: English.

Transfer

York

Track

Collel(e,

Biolo~O·.

'29,

'.l~.

;'\Tehr.

Ruth Love

:'[abel Lewis

Clyde, Ohio.
~'lajor: Music.
i\1inor: Psycholol'(Y.
All,ha Chi Omega; Mol"
tarboard Jr.; Pa-yat-ya·
mo; Senior Class Treas.;

Glendale, Arizona.
.Major: Home Economics.
)\1 inor: Education.
fleta
Sigma
0111icr~n;
A kiho Cluh: Transfer
.\rizona "V."

Dramatic Club '29; "'Love
'Em and Leave 'Em;"

Mirage Staff '29; Lobo
Staff '29; Transfer Bre·
nau and Oberlin Conservatories.
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Lorena Low

Gladys McCarthy

AlbUtluerque. N. M.
M ajar: Home Economics.
~\'I i nor: ]I istory.

Albuquerque. N. M.
Major: History.
~1inor: I-Iomc Economics.
Alpha Chi Omega; Y. \\'.
C. A; Dramatic Cluh;
Transfer El Paso Junior
C~lIel!e.

David i\IitcheJl

Bruce McRae

Albuquerque. N. ~f.
Major: Electrical Engi-

Albuquerque. N. M.
Major: Economics.
Minor: Biology.
SiRma Chi; T.~bo Staff
'28; MiraRe Stafr '29.

neerin,;r.

Kappa igma; Phi Kappa
Phi; Sigma Tau; A.T.E-I'.

Frank Neal

Tessie Monahan

Albuquerque. X. 111.
)'lajor: Civil En~ineer

Albuquerclue, N. 111.
Major: History.

ing.

l\,[inor: ~fl1sic.

Kappa Sigma; A.A.C E.;
Transfer 7\ew
:Mexico
l\filit:try Institute.

Margaret O'Connell

Catherine Ticholas

Fort Dodge, Iowa.

Albuquerque. N. 111.
Major: History.
Minor: EnRlish.
Phi .Mu; Transfer Loretto Heig-hts ColieRe, Den,'cr.

.Major: Music.

~1inor: Psycho lORY.
Kappa
Alpha
Theta;
Transfer
Northwestern
University.

F artY-Sl'ven

Benjamin Osuna

Robert S, Palmer

Albuquenlue. N. M.
Major: English.
Minor: Economics.
Forum '30.

Abmogordo, N. M.
lVlajor: Electrical Engi.
neerinf{.

Kappa SiRma; Phi Kappa
Phi; Sig-ma Tau; Theta
Alpha Phi; Khatali; Dra·
maticClllb; "Goose Hangs
High;" "Lady Windermere's Fan;" 'The Brat;"
"Mrs. Bumpstead Leigh;"
'Love 'Em allel Leave
'Em ;" (Star of Madrid;"
"Pigs;" "New Lady Ban·
tack;" "Mr. Lazarus;"
Mirage Edit':)l' '29; A. I.
E. E.

Florence Prentice

Robert Pettit

Tucumcari, N. IVL
-Major: Art.
MiI1Qr: English.
Chi Omega; Y. W. C. A.;
W. A. A.; Dramatic Club
'30; Forum '30.

Albuquerque, N. M.
Major: Chemistry.
Minor: Physics
Sigma Chi; Track '28, '29;
'3D.

Margaret Rector

Irene Quintana

Tucumcari, N. M.
Major: English.
Minor: Spanish.
Kappa Kappa Gamma;
Phi Kappa Phi; Theta
Alpha Phi; Pi Gamma
Mu; Dramatic Club '<9,
'30; Debate Team '29;
Transfer Stephens ColieRe.

Santa Fe. N. M.
~1aj01-: Spanish.
Ylinor: Home Economics.
Circulo Espanal Treas.
'28; Pres. Tndependen t
\\'omen '29; Glee Club.

John Reidy

John Russell

Albuquerque. N. M.
Major: Chemistry,
Minor: Biology,
Sigma
Chi;
Khatali;
Class Pres. '27; Student
('ouncil '27; Basketball
'29. '30; Tennis '28, 30.

Albuquerque, N. M.
Major: History.
Minor: Archaeology.
Sigma Phi Epsilon; InterFraternity Council '29,
'30;· Dramatic Cluh '30;
Lobo Staff '27: Forum '30.
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Floyd Shattuck

Margaret ShortIe

Carlsbad. N. M.
Major: Economics.
l\1inor: Hist::>ry.
Pi Kappa Alpha; Student
Council '28, '30; Class
President '28, '30; Class
Secretary
'29;
Mirage
Staff '28, '29.

Albuquerque, N. M.
Majol-: Music.
lvrinor: English.
Kappa Kappa Gamma;
Mortar Board Jr.; Payat-ya-mo; Student Counci 1 '27.

Thera Sill

B. W. Smith

Albuquerque. N. M.
Major: Biology.
Minor: Home Economics.
Alpha Delta Pi; W. A.
A.; Y. \Y. C. A.

Albuquerque, N. M.
Major: Electrical Engineering; Kappa Sigma;
Sigma Tau; A. 1. E. E.

Winifred Stamm

Hazel Snyder

Albuquerque, N. M.
Major: !' ,-chaeology.
Minor: History.
Kappa Kappa Gamma;
Pi Gamma Mu; Lobo Editor '29; Y. W. C. A.

Sapalpa, Okla.
Major: Art.
Minor: Home Economics.
Dramatic Club '28;
'~Pig-s ;"
Transfer Stephen's College.

Rufus Stinnett

Ray Stuart

Portales. N. M.
Major: Education.
Minor: Chemistry.
Kappa Alpha; Khatali;
Student Council '29; Football '27, '28, '29.

Roswell, N. M.
Major: Chemistry,
Minor: Mathematics
Khatali;
Theta
Alpha
Phi; Pi Gamma Mu;
Lobo Ed i tor '30; Studen t
Council
'29;
Dramatic
Club '?9. '30; "The Wild
Duck'"
C.
A.' Forum '30', Y . M .

~~~~~~~~"l'~~~~~~~~~
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Frank 1\. Stortz,

Jr.

Leon Ullrich

Albuquerque, N. 1\1.
~1ajor:
Electrical Eng-i-

Roswell. N. M.
~Iajor: Economics.
~1 i nor: Eng-l ish.
Kappa Alpha; Tnter·Fra·
ternity Council '30: Track
'28, '29, '3D.

lH~ering.

Pi Kappa Alpha; Khatali;
Pres. Studen t Coullci I '30;
Inter-Fraternity Council
. ~; "Male Quartette '28,
'29, '3~; A. 1. E. E. Pres.
'.10; Track '29, '30; Bas·
kethall
'30;
Transfer
Corlle II r II i \'cl"si t y.

Richard Vann

Hazel Van Doren

Albuquerque. X. ?1'1.
Major: Archaeolog-y.
Minor: Geology.
Sig-ma ('hi; Track '27, '28.

Roswell. 1\. M.
Major: History.
~tinor; Eng-lish.
Pi Gamma ~ll1: Y.\\·.c..\.

Alice Rae \ Vii SOil

l\Ial-ian Vliley
Albuquerque. ~. ~L
.NI~dor: Spanish .
~'linor: Eng-lish.
Alpha Chi Omeg-a; Dramatic Club; Y. \\'. C. A.

Roswell, '. M.
Major: Pipe Or~an.
.M :inor: French.

Theta Alpha Phi; Dramatic
Club;
. Pigs;"
'"Lightnin';" "!':ew Lady
nalltock;"
"ML Laz~l.1-·
liS;" "The \\'ild Duck;"
];)a-yat-ya·mo '30; Transfer George \Vashingt'Jll
and Arizona lTni"Cfsity.

Neil Boone 'Watson

l\Iabel Williams

Kansas City. ~Io.
,M ajor: Economics.
M.inor: Spanish.
Kappa Sigma; Theta Alpha Phi; Khatali; Bus.
MgT. Lobo '28; Dral11atic
Club.

Danville, California.
Major: Home Economics.
~linor; Biology.
Beta
Sigma
Omicron;
Panhellenic '30; Akiho
Club '29, '30.

Fifty

rage _.

Jake Balzer
Raton,
Major:
Minor:
Sigma
'28, '29.

Mildred Barnhart

N. M.
Economics.
English.
Chi; Football '?l,

Albuquerque, N. M.
Major: Biology.
Minor: Eng-lish.

I rene Bishop

Robert Brissenden

Albuquerque, N. M.
Major: English.
~[inor: Psycholol'(y.
Kappa Alpha Theta;
Transfer Oklahoma "U."

Clay City, Ill.
Major: Chemistl-Y.
1\1inor: Physics.

Mary Childers

Rufus Carter

Albuquerque, N. M.
Major: Art.
Minor: Archaeology.
Alpha Chi Omega; Dramatic Club '27; "The
Brat;" Y. W. C. A.;
W. A. A.; Mirage Staff
'29; '30.

Santa, Fe, N. M.
:Major: Civil Engineering.
Sigma Phi Epsilon;
Sigma Tau; Am. Ass'n
Civil Engineers.

\iVilson Henry
Cochran

Van Deusen Clark
Deming, N. M.
Major: English.
Minor: Philosophy.
Kappa Sigma; Mirage '30;
Lobo '30; Track '28, '30.

Mercer, Penn.
Major: English.
Minor: Economics.
Sigma Chi; Lobo Staff '30;
Swimming '30; Transfer
\Vestminster College·.

Joe C. Colvin

Wesley Connor

Gibsland. La.
Major: Civil Engineering.
Sigma Phi Epsilon; Engineering Society; Am.
Ass'n Civil EnRineers;
Transfer Louisiana Tech.

Santa Fe, N. M.
Major: Biology.
Minor: Chemistry.
SigmaChi; DramaticClub
'29; "Lightnin';" V.-Pres.
JI1ter·fratertl ity Coullci I

'30.

l'ifty-t"ro

Martha Freeland

Robert Crist

Rome, Ga.
Major: History.
Minor: English.
Dramatic Club '29.

Springfield, Ohio.
~1ajor: Education.
Minor: Psycho!o!<,y.
Kappa Sigma; Football
'27 '28 '29 '30' Basketbail '27, "28, "29, '30;
Track '27, '28, '29.

Miles Cureton

Dorothy Daily

Williams. Ariz.
Major: Education.
Minor: Psycholo!<,y.
Transfer N. M. M. 1.

Albuquerque, N. M.
Major: History.
Minor: English.
Alpha Delta Pi; Y. W. C.
A.; Dramatic Club; Lobo;
Pres. Pan·Hellenic '29, '30.

Nell Draper

largaret Davy

Albuquerque, N. M.
Major: Public School
Music.
1\1inor: Voice.

Albuquerque, '. M.
Major: History.
Minor: Psychology.
Chi Omega; Y. \Y. C. A.;
W. A. A.; Dramatic Club.

Kenneth Edwards

Cyrena Ferree

Socorro, N. M.
M ajar: Economics.
Minor: Mathematics.

Albuquerque, N. M.
Major: History.
Minor: English.
Kappa Kappa Gamma;
Mirage '30; Pan-liellenic
('ounei 1 '29, '30.

Jack Fish

I\Iargaret Foraker

Hollywood, Calif.
Major: Physical Education.
~1.inor: History.
Sil'(ma Chi; Football.

Albuquerque, N. M.
)1ajor: History.
Minor: Enl{lish.
Kappa Kappa Gamma;
Y. \Y. C. A.
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Mauri nc eilmore

Ma ry Elizabeth
French

Pai Ilcsvi lie. Ohio.
~1ajor: Biology.
Minor: Psycho'ogy.
Dramatic Club '29. '30;
TransfcI" Lake Erie Colle!:e.

Albuquercluc, N. M.
?\1 ajar: Archaeolog"Y.
:Millor: History,
Phi ~Iu; Y. W. C. A.
Cabinet '29, '30.

Jean Hanson

Pete Good

Gallup, N. M.

Frankfort, Ind.
Major: Business Administration.
~1 i Ilor: Geology.
Sigma Chi; Basketball
'28. '29, '30; Track '28, '29,
'30; Football '28, '29, '30.

Major:

ICl:rc,

SprillRs,

Carl H cnclerson
Carlshad. N. M.

Sail Diego. Calif.
Major: Archaeology.
Minor; Biology.
Kappa

Ydlo,,"

Ohi~.

l\lahle Harding
Kappa

English.

Sucial Science.
Ilramatic Club; \\'.A A.;
'l'rallsfer
Allt:och
Coli\1iIlOl":

Major: Electricat
nceri 11g'.

E.l\gi-

Pi Kappa Alpha; A. I.
E. E.; Track; Swimming
'30.

Gamma;

Transfer Sail Diego State
Teachers' College.

Estelle Huo'ins
to>

Hulda Hohbs

Albuquerque. K. ?\L

Roswell. N. M.
Major: Biology.
:Minor: Chemistry.
Kappa Kappa, Gamllla;
Y. W. C. A.; Forum;
MiraJ/:e Staff '30.

1\1aj'JI-: Archaeology.

Minor: Eng-lish.
Alpha Delta Pi; V.W.e.
A; Dramatic Club '30;
I.oho '30; Tran3fer College
of
the
Ozarks,
Clarksville. Ark.

\\'illialll Huffine

\\'illiam Howden

Raton. ~. M.
,\1ajor:Civil Engineer:l1g.
~1inor: Business J'dmin·
istratioll.
Kappa
Sigma;
Sigma
Tau; A.S.C.E. Pres. '28,
'29; Lobo; Eng-ineering
Society.

Albuquerque, N. 1\1.

illajor; History.
~Ii lEn: EIlJ{1 ish.
Pi Kappa Alpha; Foot·
ball '28, '29.
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Howard Huffman

Madge Ingalls

Monrovia. Calif.
Major: Music.
Minor: En~lish_
Si!(1na Chi; Theta Alpha
Phi; ~1.et1's Quartette;

Roswell, N. M.
Major: Anthropology.
.\1inor: History.
Alpha Chi OmeRa;
\Y. A. A.; Dramatic Club
'28; '29.

Dr:amatic Club; I \Vild
Duck ;"' ·'~Ir. Lazanls."

Harold Johnson

Floyd Jones

Albuquerque, N. M.
Major: Education.
Min0r: History.
Y. M. C. A.

Albuquerque, N. M.
Major: Education.
Minor: Philosophy.

I>a Rue Kennedy

Ina Evelyn
Kimbrough

Albu(IUenlUe, N. M.
Major: EnRlish.
~tinor: History.
Alpha Chi Omega.

Albuquerque, . M.
Major: EnRlish.
Minor: Psychology and
i\'1usic.

Alpha Delta Pi; Y. W.
C. A. Cabinet '29,
Panhellenic '29, '30.

Thelma Kirk

'30;

Forrest Luthey

Crown poi 11 t, N. .M.
Major: English.
Minor: History_

Albuquerque, J. M.
1\fajor: Civil Engineering.
Minor: Education.
Tl'ansfer K. S. A. C.

Clara Mason

Larry Malone

Roswell. K. M.
Major: History.
Minor: English.
Kappa Kappa Gamma;
Y. \\-. C. A. Publ'city
ManaRer '29. '30; Transfer Holmby College. Los
AnReles, Calif.

Tulsa. Okla.
?\'[ajor: Spanish.
r..linor: English.
Transfer Tulsa c'L', ,.
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•

Gino Matteucci

Elizabeth Moyer

Albuquerque, N. M.
Major: History.

Albuquerque, N. M.

lVlinor: Economics.

Major: Spanish.
Minor: English.

Broda McAllister

James McCraw

Portales, N. M.
Major: Economics.

Albuquerque, N. M.
Major:

Minor: Education.

Kappa Alpha;
'29, '30; Track.

Football

Sigma Phi

Maxine McSpadden

Hollywood, Calif.
Major: Gcob!:y.
lVlinor: E.nglish
Sigma Chi; Theta Alpha
Phi; Dramatic Club; Bus·

Major': A,'!.
Minor: Enl(I:sh.
Beta
Sigma
Omicron;
Club

'29.

Engi-

Epsilon.

Homer Miller

Albuquerque, N. M.

Dramatic

Electrical

neering'.

'30.

iness Manager 1929 Mirage.

Stanley 1\ [iller

HectOl' Moar

Belen, K. M.

l.os Anl(e1cs, Calif.
Major: Education.
Minor: History.
Sigma
Chi;
Dramatic
Club '28, '29; Athletic

.r"Iajor: Political Science.
M.inar: Economics.
Kappa Sigma; Dramatic
Club; Lobo '29, '30; Mi·
rage '29, '30; 'Transfer
"U" of California, Los

Counei 1 '~9, '30; Football;
Busi ness Manager M irage '30.

Angeles, Calif.

George ::\Iorrison

Dorothy l\Iorrison
Roswell.

'.

Pecos. Texas.
~[ajor: Biology.
Minor: Physics.
Kappa AII,ha; Student

~l.

:Major: Business Administration.
Minor: History,

Council '28. '29; Inter·
Fratern,ity Council '29,
'30; Track '28, '30; Football '29.

A Ipha Chi Ome!:a;
\Y. A. A.; Y. W. C. A;
Transfer HU" of Redlands.

Fifty-sL1,-

Louise O'Collllor

Fred Nohl
Albuquerque, N. M.
Majar: Econom :cs.
Ylinor: History.
Sigma
Chi;
Dramatic
Club; Theta Alpha Pbi;
Forum.

Crown Point. N. M.
)lajor: History.
:Minor: Home Economics.
Alpha Chi Omega; Dramatic Club; W. A. A.;
Y. W. C. A. '27. '28.

Ethel Parker

Marion Perse

Albu(luerque. N. lIf.
Major: En!(lish.
Minor: Education.

Albuquerque, N. M.
Major: Civil Engineering.
Engineering Society.

Homer Phillips

Marion Reclle
Albuquerque, X. ~I.
~1 ajar: Home Economics.
~linor: En!(lish.
Alpha
Phi;
Transfcr
University of j\1ontana.

Albuquerque, 1\. lIf.
-Major: Civil Eng-Ineering.
Kappa Alpha; Track.

Ik sie Lewis Riley

~Ionte

Belen, N. M.
Major: En!(!ish.
Minor:
Chi Omega; V.-Pres. W.
A. A. '28; Pres. W. A. A.
'29, '30.

May Ri ley

Tajique, N. M.
l\'[ajor: Chemistry.
Minor: H~me Economics.
Sec. and Treas. Indepcnden t Vv' omen '29, '30;
Transfer "U" of Calif 01"nia, Los Angeles.

Gregorito Romero

Richard Riley

)lagdalena, N. M.
1\Iajor: Spanish.
l\1inor: French.
El Circulo Espanol
'30.

Albuquerque, T. M.
Major: Chemistry.
j\1inor: Biology,
Sigma
Chi;
Student
Council '27, '28; Pres.
Junior Class; Track '29;
Football '29. '30.
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Marie Rose

Joseph Sandoval

Bellview. N. M.
Major: English.
Minor: Psychology.
Tennis Cup '27, '28; Y.
W. C. A.; Sec. \Y. A. A.
'29, '30.

Albuquerque, N. M.
Major: Spanish.
"M inor: English, French.
EI

Jack Shad

Y.

Belen, N. M.
l\r[ajor: Civil Engineering.
Kappa Sigma; Football
'29; llaseball '29; Basketball '28. '29. '30.
Trinidad. Colo.

Major: Chemistry.
Minor: Geology,

Betty Ann Sherman

Wilson Shaver

Trinidad. Colo.

Albuquerque, N. M.
'Major: Ec~not11ics.
Minor: Political Science.
Kappa Sigma; Dramatic
Club '28; "Lightnin';"

Major: English.
Minor: Anthropology.
Phi Mu; Spanish Club;
D"amatic Club; \V.A.A.;
Y.W.C.A.

Pres. LowelJ Lit. Soc. '29;
Pres. Forum '29: Tn terFr~ternity C'Ju\1cil '28,'29,
Editor-in-Chief

Espanal;

Jim Seery

Bath. III.

'30;

Circulo

M. C. A.

Mi-

rage '30; Lobo Staff '28.

Lucille Sherwood

Fernando Sifuentes

Dawson, N. :M.

San Buena Ventura,
Coah, Mexico.
:Major: Spanish.
Minor: French.

1\1ajOl-: }-lome Economics.

1\1 i nor: Art.
Chi Omega; \\I. A. II.;
Y. \V. C. A.; IIkiho Club.

~Iary

Jack Simpson

Simmons

Albuquerque, N. :LVI:.
l\1ajor: History.
Minor: English.
Phi Delta Theta; Pres.
Stray Greeks '30; Forum
'30; Dramatic Club; "1\1r.
Lazarus;" Debate
'30;
Transfer Oregon State
College "U" of Colorado.

Fairview. K. ~1.
Major: History.
:Minor: Psychology.

~~~~~~~~~~~.Jt~~~~~~~~
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Royale Smith

May Stirrat

Jounlanton. 'Texas.
Major: Enl(lish.
~'Iinor: History.
Beta Silotm3 Omicron;
Transfer Texas"
"

Albuquerque, N. 1\l.
Major: History.
Minor: English.

Earl Stockton

Haldane Stover

Amarillo. 'I'exas.
Major: Mathematics.
\i1 in:JT: Physics.
'Kappa Sigma; Track '28,
'29, '30; Greenway Field
AW;'lT(I '28; Transfer Tex·
as Tech.

Belen, N. M.
Major: Biology.
~1inor: Spanish.
\\'. A. A. Cabinet
'30; Lobo.

:'IIary Catherine
Stubbs'

Helen Stubbs
Albuquerque, N. M.
Major: Enl(lish.
Minor: History.
Chi Omega; Y. W. C. A.

Galveston, T'exas.
Major: Economics.

Minor: EnRlish.
Alpha Phi; Transfet·
Texas ., ."

.\nnabellc Stuart

\'irginia Tedford

Roswell. N. M.
Major: Enl(lish.
Minor: History, Psychol.

AlbuQuerflue, !\. lIf.
Major: Enl(lish.
JVI inor:
Education.
Kappa Alpha Theta; Dramatic Club; "M ... Laz·

O!!y.

Chi Omcg-a; Sec. & 'freas.
\V.A./\. '28, '29: Y. W.C.A.;
Lobo;
Dramatic Club;
Pi Gamma ~~tu.

"\Vild
Duck;"
Theta Alpha Phi; Transfer "U" of Colorado.

arus;"

vVillial11 Thompson

Paul Thomas
IIi llside.

~.

~fajor:Ci\,jl

Kappa

'29.

San DieKo, Calif.

J.

l\lajor: History.
.Minor: Eng-lish.
:Kappa Sigma; Pres. Tennis Club '28.

J<:Ttg-ille~r:llg.

Sigma;

Sigma

Tau; A. A. C. E.; EllRi·
nceritl~ So...:icty; 1.obo '2~.

~~~ft~~~~~~~~
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Agnes Thorne

Linda Traylor

Carlsbad. N. M.
Major: Psychology.

Tucumcari. N . .\1.
:Major: !{ome Economics.
Minor: Art.
Y. W. C. A. '28, '29, '30;
Akiho Club '29. '30; EI
Circulo Espana!.

Minor: EIlRlish.

Alpha Chi Omega; Y. W.
C. A.; Dramatic Club;
Transfer
Agnes
Scott
Coli eRe.

Jethro Vaught

Bertha Walker

A,Ibuquerque, N. M.
1\1ajor: .ECOJlOlll ics.
Minor: History.
Kappa
Sigma;
:Mirage
Staff '30; Inter·Fraterni·
ty Counci I '30.

Albuquerque. K. M.
Major: Psychology.
Minor: English, I-lome
Economics.
Sec. and Treas. SopholTI'Jre Class '29; Treas.
Akiho Club '30; Sec. and
Treas. Associated Students '30.

Thomas \\'alsh

Lawrence vValsh

Raton,1\'. M.

Raton. N. M.
Major: Economics.

Major: Spanish.
Minor: EI1g'lish.
Pi Kappa Alpha;

Minor: History.

Pi Kappa Alpha.

Ethel \Veaver
Dexter, N. :,M.
Major: History.
Min-::>t"; Eng-lish.
Pres. Independent
men '30.

Dr;/.-

matic Club '28, '29. '30;
"Goose Hang's High."

James \Villson
Gallup, N. :'1-1.
Major: Geology.
M:inor: Eng-lish.
Football '28, '29. '30.

\Va-

Lemuel 'Wiley
Gallup, X. M .
.\lajor: Civil Engineering.
Kappa Sigma.
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BLISS

@oClcl~ ~oy Uoll1lson
Nothing but praise and gratitude is due this undauntable leader of the Lobos.
During his nine years as head coach at New Mexico, Johnson has always put
teams on the field that are feared by opposing aggregations, and respected for
their sportsmanship anel clean play. Misfortunes seem to have always followed
the Lobo mentor but he has never given up in his untiring efforts to bring'
Southwestern Championships to New Mexico. His football, basketball, and
track teams are always in the thick of the fight for the coveted championship.
\\'e are grateful to this mall.

Harry Bliss has sen'eel the Yarsity well during the past three years as backfield coach. Harry was a star back himself at Ohio State during his football
days so he knows many of the finer points of the game. Bliss is the type that
gets along with his men and gets the best of their ability out of them.
ew
Mexico has been fortunate indeed to have the assistance afforded by Harry Bliss.

~p-~~~~~~~~t....~~~~~~~~~~
~~ .•-;.v~
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McFARLAXD

BARNES

Coach Barnes came up to the Lobo Camp this fall from Belen High School.
Darnes turned out some mighty good teams at Belen, his basketball teams often
being serious contenders in the state tournament. Barnes scouted, had charge
of intermural sports, had gym classes, and coached Freshman basketball. His
basketball team had a very good season as well as uncovering some future Varsity material.

Jack was graduated from the University last spring but returned this year
as a member of the coaching staff, as well as working on his master's degree.
This year Jack scouted, coached Freshman football, taught military science, and
coached the swimming squad. Jack established quite a record for himself while
a member of Lobo teams, especially in football. Jack unearthed some promising
material among the Freshmen this year.

Sixty-five

rcl~e deluGel
The sport fans are prone to give all of their praise for a great team to the
few select athletes they see on the field of action. They fail to take into consideration the fact that there are many men sitting on the side lines of whom
they have never seen nor heard but who do an almost invaluable service in
making a winning team. It is not the eleven or so best men out for a team that
make it a success. Victory is earned through the efforts of every man out for
the team, the squad. The whole squad, not just the first team, goes out every
night and takes the knocks. With due respect to the lettermen, those rnen who
never have the opportunity to play in a game or see their name in the headlines
are the ones who deserve untold praise and admiration.

Lobos
Lobos
l.obos. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
Lobos
Lobos.................................
Lobos
Lobos.......
Lobos.................................
Lobos.................................

26

47
0
20
6

47
6
0
7

Freshmen............................. 6
New Mexico Mines.................... 0
Occidental. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 26
Institute. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 28
Flagstaff Teachers.................... 26
Montezuma. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .... . ... . . . . . 0
New Mexico Aggies. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Arizona............................... ()
Lombard.............................. 7

cEefter'men
Bill De Gryse, Wilbur Wilson, James Willson. Bob Crist, Robert Jenkins.
Jack Fish, Al Seery, Mannie Foster, Fred Brown, Jake Balzer, George Morrison.
Richard Riley, Pete Good, Hec Moar, Reese Cagle, Maurice Lipp, Lucien Rice,
Roy Henderson, Red Baer, Bill Howden, Everett Renfro, Leo Puccetti, Charles
Hickman, manager.
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The Freshman rule \\'as put into effect this year, resulting in a Freshman
football team being formed for the first time. The frosh had five games on
their schedule, terminating in two wins and three defeats. Victories were chalked
up over Menaul and the D. E. B. Apprentices, while they lost to the Lobo Varsity and dropped two games to the Las Vegas Normal. Several of the frosh
sho\\'ed promise of developing into first class Varsity men. The Freshmen rule
got off to a good start with the football team this year.

. . . ..

6

Freshman. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Freshman. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Freshman

6
2S

Freshman

0

Lobos

26

N ortllal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. 9
Apprentic( s.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6
Kormal
32

Colby, Lorentino. Foley. Yeatts, Berkowitz, ::\1. Doty, Controulis, Stover. Senter,
\i\ alton. Day. Flinn. Howard, l\Iadera, DuBoise, Gill.
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ROBERT JENKINS

Pocahontas is another one of the boys that finished
his football career Thanksgiving Day. Although he
was never a regular with the Varsity he always filled
in nicely in the line when called upon to do so. Jenkins
is not the flashy type but is always there fighting.
\VTLBUR VhLSON

"\Yamp" came back this year for h:s last year as a
Lobo. Unfortunate incidents kept him out of the Occidental and Institute games but once started it didn't
take him long to impress the fans with his performances. "'amp turned in a whale of a game against
Arizona and Lombard. \Ve'll sure miss this giant
Lobo tackle next fall.
BOB CRIST

Bob playell his last game as a Lobo Thanksgiving
Day. Notwithstanding the fact that injuries seemed
to be constantly on his tr;::il. Bob was one of the
greatest ends ever to don a Lobo uni form Crist's
level head helped pull the Lobos out of many a hole.
Crist could ah,'ays be counted on to put the old fight
into the boys, ITs loss will be severely felt next fall.

Si.rt,v-eig ht

JBli\lY \\'ILLSON

1\0 man on the squad was of more value to the
Lobos this year than J'mmy 'Villson, \\'Illson played his last year with the Varsity this fall and made
it his best, A great line plunger and wonderful defensive back combined with his great punting made
him a real All-Southwestern Fullback.
BILL DEGRYSE

Bill returned to the squad this fall for his fourth
year of collcrre football. Although handicapped by a
great loss in we:ght during the pa t year, DeGryse
was the same old tower of strength in the line. Bill
is known and respected by every enemy of the Lobo,
It will take a mighty good man to fill the hole left by
DeGryse.
JACK FISH

The "blond cyclone" turned in another good eason
at center for the pack thi fall. Although one of the
smallest men in the line, Jack is rugged, strong, and
a natural born football man. Fish leaves us this year
to join the air forces. Lobo fans will mi
the
"blonde center" next year.
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SEERY

Seery played his third year as a Lob.) last fall. A
natural athletc. hard workcr, and brainy playcr AI
proved himself a great man at end. AI's fighting
spirit certainly \\·as cvidcnt in cvery gatre th·s year.
His work in the Institute, Arizona and Lombard
games was outstanding.

1\1 A J\ J\ IE

FOSTER

Too much canllot bc said in favor of this fighting
Lobo. Foster turned in his third season at tackle
this year and was chosen an All-Southwestern Tackle
for thc third consecutive year. Aggressive and Ullseemingly fast at going down under punts and making
the tackle, Foster has established himself as onc a [
the outstanding defcnsive tackles of th~ S:mthwcst.
PETE GOOD

Displaying the same agility and cat-like movements
on the gridiron as on the basketball court Petc did
some n:ce work at halfback this vear. The Lobos had
a far greater assortment of halfbacks than usual this
year but Good saw his part of action ncverthcless.
Pcte does not carry thc ball much but his in:erfercncc
has opened the way for many a Lobo gain.

Seventy

l-IECTOR 1IoAR

Hec had tough luck last year and had to wa~dl the
games from the stands with an injured knee. He returned to the squad this year and did some nice work at
hal f and quarter. H ec is the old "pepper box" as well
as having a thorongh knowledge of the game. One
more year ahead of Hec as a Lobo.
FRED BROWN

Even though it was only his second year with the
Varsity, "Brownie" was one of the outstanding backs
in the southwest. His great all around play was outstanding in every game. Time and again "Babe" came
through with spectacular runs and had the crowd 071 its
feet. Two more years ahead of Brown and he's going
to be mighty hard to stop.
JAKE BALZEl{

Jake is another member of the squad who was out
most of last season with a bad knee. Balzer came back
this year and saw considerable service at hal f. Balzer
is conscientiou and a hard worker. He received his letter thi year as a reward for h:s services. Barring inj uries he should work a lot in the \' arsity backLeld next
year.
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Bl LL HOWDEN

Howden, a big, powerful boy, made his letter w:th
the pack this year. Bill \\'as used as a reserve lineman. You don't read so much about Bill in the papers
but when he \\'as called upon to make a hole it was
usually there. Being a tall rangy lad Howden uses
his height to a great advantage. One thing about
Bill is that he is tough al~d seldom gets hurt.
tUCJEK RICE

Rice saw his first year of service with New Mexico's Varsity this fall having attended Ohio State for
one year and being forced to stay idle one year clue to
the transfer rule. Red is a little light but full 0 f
fight. Rice saw lots of service and learned lots of
football this vear. He will be back for another year
",ith the pack next fall.
I{FESE CAGLE

Reese played his second year with the Lobos this
fall. Cagle didn't start every game but played a great
{:art of every contest. Cagle is fast, a hard worker,
and always seems to be in tlce right plaee at the right
time. Reese turned in a nice game against Lombard
Thanksgiv:ng Day.
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EVERETT RENFRO

Renfro is another Lobo halfback. "Beans" alternated
with other men at half this year. Renfro has great
possibilities and if he will manage to stay clear of the
barrier a fforded by the books, he should develop into
one of the best backs on the squad during the next two
years, Lobo followers st.ll remember the beautiful
;'l1l1S he made against the Freshmen to carry off individual honors for the afternoon.
LEO

P UCCETTI

Leo came to the Lobos last year from Albuquerque
High School as a guard. Although fast and scrappy he
was too small for a college lineman. This year he was
shi £ted to halfback and seems to have found his place.
Puccetti got the one thing he needed this year, experience. Leo should go great in a Lobo backfield next fall.
RED BAER

Red lettered \\'ith the Lobos this year in his first year
of Vars:ty competition. Baer is of rather small statu~e
for a college lineman but like most other "sorrel tops"
makes up \\ ith fight his lack in weight. Red is still a
comer and provid ng he has no tough luck should be
quite an asset to the squad during the next two years,
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GEORGE MORRISON

Morrisoll played half for the J,lack this year and
although it was his first year of Varsity football he
had a good season. George is lacking in experience
which holds him back somewhat. Morris:m hits mighty
hard and should be a mighty good back a fter this
year's seasoning.
MAURICE LIPP

Maurice returned to school this year, after working
hard all summer, with much additional weight. Lipp
held down a regular berth at guard for the Lobos this
year. His enormous size makes him a mighty hard man
to stop when he thinks it urgent that he "go places."
Lipp should have profited greatly by the experience he
got this year and be a mainstay in the line next fall.

Roy

HENDERSON

Henderson is the bov who didn't come into his own
this year until the latter part of the season. A big,
powerful boy he seems to have just found his own
strength. A fter hitting his stride, Henderson made a
real linesman for the Varsity. Henderson can be
counted in to hold down a regular line berth for the
Lobos next year.
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HIClLARD RILEY

Riley's football record speaks for itself. \\'e have
nothing but praise for Dick. Riley had to sit on the
bench last year as a reserve for Fish although he was
good enough to be holding down a regular Lne position. Dick got his long waited chance this year and
he certainly came through in wonderful style, Riley
may enter Northwestern medical school next year but
we certainly would like to see him back to hold down
the center position one more year lor the Lobos.

ClLARLES HICK~lAN'

Charlie served as manager of the Lobos dur:ng the
football season. Hickman was always on the job,
never missed a practice, and always had the interest
of the Lobos at heart. Charlie guarded well the Lobos
and made a first-rate manager. If 01Uck uses his
looks to an advantage he will be promoting great
things in the future.

~~-",~~~~~~..:e-,,-~
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VARSITY '+6. FH.OSH 6
The frcshmcn werc becoming somewhat "cocky," so the Varsity was compelled to put
thcm back in thcir place to the tune of a 26 to 6 drubbing. \/Ve admit, however, that the frosh
put a scare into the boys when V,'alton and Flynn blocked Balzer's punt and \\Talton fell on
thc ball for a touchdown, giving the f rosh a 6 to 0 lead, which they held until the third quarter. Thc Varsity got started at this stage and with Renfro and \\Tillson doing nice work in the
backfield and Foster outstanding in the line the Varsity ran up 26 points in short order.

LOBOS 47, NEW MEXICO MINES 0
The Ore Diggers camc up from Socorro with hopes of acnexing a Lobo scalp for thc first
timc, but as usual were sorely disappo;nted. In a game marred by many fumbles and pcnalties the Muckers were taken into camp by a 47 to 0 score. Thc Varsity was still somewhat
rough in spots but it was evident that a strong combination was in the making. Brown and
\\'illson were strong on the offense while Crist and Fish shared the honors in the line.

S event)l-six

LOBOS 0, OCCIDENTAL 26
The Lobos of New Mexico journeyed to Los Angeles and met Occidental before a crowd
estimated at twenty thousand. K ew 1lexico ,,-as handicapped by the huge flood lights and a
wet slippery turf, going down before the Tigers 26 to O. Cnfamiliar conditions resulted in the
Lobos failing to catch a single punt and caused them to fumble often, many of which were
co tly. \\'i!lson and Brown proceeded to show their heels to prospective tacklers again. De
Gryse turned in a nice game in the line.

LOBOS 20,

EW 1IEXICO MILITARY I TSTITUTE 28

The Varsity traveled down to Roswell to meet the N. 11. 1. 1. Broncos. This was the
most colorful game of the season. Enemies of long standing, the Lobos and Broncos always
fight to the finish when they meet. The cadets outscored the pack in this game but they
didn't out-fight them. The contest was a thriller from the beginning to the last crack of the
timer's gun. Four hundred university backers went down and rooters from both schools
hurled cheers and jeers at each other all afternoon. \\'illson and Brown starred for the Lobos
as usual.

~"""--~~~~~~~""''''''~...",
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LOBOS 6.

LU~\'IBERJ.\CKS

25

Ke\\' Mexico and Flagstaff met on the gridiron for the third time. ZaneI' and Armstrong
led an attack which completely baffled the Varsity, there being little doubt as to the final outcome after the first fe,," minutes. Had it not been for Jimmy \\Tillson's great punting, the
score would have been larger than it was. The Lobos fought as only a Lobo can fight but
were just up against a better team. \\-illson's great punting and Brown's all around play
\\'ere outstanding for New [exico.

LOBOS 47, 110 TEZUMA 0
Montezuma came down from Las Vegas this year intent on taking the Lobos into camp,
but were completely outdassed and went home on the short end of a 47 to 0 score. It was a
mean snarling pack of Lobos that took the field that afternoon. Riley's work at center was
most satisfying. Dick took advantage of his opportunity and turned in a whale of a game.
Foster's line play and Brown's ball lugging were also up to their usual standard.

Seven t'Jl-eig 11 t

LOBOS 0, ARIZONA 6
This was a real football game. Arizona's \'Vildcats took the field heavy favorites hut
found themselves faced with a fighting, tearing band of Lobos ready to Lght them to the last
inch. The game was played in a snow storm which slowed the men up somewhat but it was a
most exciting contest at any rate. Arizona made a touchdown early in the game for the ollly
core of the contest. New lexico threatened several times only to be held by the Cats. Crist
took a pass to the fifteen yard line once but the Lobos lost the ball again. Foster's great defensive work made him the outstanding lineman on the field. Every Lobo played a great
game, the kind we like to see a Lobo play.

LOBOS 6, AGGIES 6
New Mexico went do\,"n to Cruces and ,,"as held to a 6 to 6 tie. Brown, playing in his
home town, turned in his usual good game. Fumbles cost the Varsity this game. Time and
again they were in a position to score but each time a Lobo·s hand got slippery and New Mexico lost the ball. In the closing minutes of the game Puccetti intercepted a pass and carried
it to the five yard line but the Lubas fumbled on the next down and lost the ball again. Foster, \Vilson, and Fish all turned in nice games.

-~~..;,.~~..?--~~~~~~..",.~~
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umos

7. LUMBi\RD 7

Thanksgiving Day :t\ew Mexico sho\\"ed that same old fighting spirit and grim de;ermination that has characterized so many Lobo te<:ms and came from behind to tie the champions
of the Little Xineteen Conference. Xe\\' ~Jex:co played a defensive game during the first
half and let the Galesburg boys have the ball most of the time, At hal f time the score was
o to O. Lombard seemed to have the best of it that half. Lombard made a touchdown acd
converted for the extra point to gi,'c them the lead in the third period, The Lobos came back,
however, in the closing minutes of t\le game to score it touchdown and Crist converted to tie
the score at 7 all. This brought to a close the best game of the year, with every s:ng-Ie Lol;o
in there fighting like a mad man. Every Lubo \\"<:s a star.

The Uni,'ersity of ew ~Iexico pigskin \\'arriors finished the season with
three victories, four defeats, and two ties. Taking everything into consideration this is not a bad record. One loss sustained by the Lobos was administered
them by the Occidental Tigers ill a night game, the first ever attempted by a
Lobo team, \\,hich proved CJuite a disacl\'antage, Two games going down in the
lost column, the Institute and Arizona games, were close and hard fought all the
way and a Lobo victory in either or both of these contests would have been just
as logical as the defeats. The Lubos took to the air this year, flying to Los
Angeles to meet Occidental. This was the first such trip taken by a team from
this section and the ~econd ill history. New Mexico met what proved to be the
strongest teamthey encountered this year on Thanksgiving Day when they took
011 Lombard College and finished the season in a blaze of glory, tying the Galesburg team 7 to 7, Lobo fans saw some real football this year and will look
forward to a better season for the Lobos next year,
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T,obos.
Lobos.
Lobos
Lobos
Lobos.
Lobos.
Lobos
Lobos
Lobos
Lobos
Lobos.
Lobos
Lobos
Lobos
Lobos
Lobos.
Lobos.
Lobos
Lobos
Lobos
Lobos

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. '+2
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 26
27

25
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 40
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 19
27
36
" 40
33
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 44
26
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48
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 32
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 26
49
" 35
30
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Freshmen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Sport Shop....................
ormal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Cadets. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Cadets
Lumberjacks
Lumberjacks
Wavland
Cadets. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Cadets
N. M. Miners
Depaul
i\ggies

'.' . . . . ..

Agg-les
Normal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Arizona. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Arizona. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Texas :Miners..................
. ~1. ~1iners
Lumberjacks. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Lumberjacks. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Total

17
28
19
15
20
31
19
28
19
23
22
23
15
18
35
28
28
26
26
35
20
448

.-Eellermell
Alfred Seery, Norman Gross. George Mossman, Fred Brown, Frank Stortz,
Wilbur \\'ilson, John Reidy, James Seery.

NUMERALS
Baylor Triplett, Edward Doty, Harold Gilmour, Thompson Letton, Max Diefenbach,
Harry Leonard, Frank DuBois.

RESUlVIE OF THE SEA ON
New Mexico had a Freshman basketball team this year for the first time in
its history. Coach Barnes and his Frosh hoopsters had a good season despite the
fact that it was the first venture at the sport under the new Freshman ruling.
Games were played with Flagstaff Teachers' Freshmen, Institute Colts, Belen
~Ierchants, Santa Fe Thunderbirds, and many of the leading high schools of the
state, including Menaul, and St. Michael's College of Santa Fe. Several very
bright prospects for future Lobo Teams were uncovered among members of the
Freshman squad. Although the Frosh dropped several of their games the season
may be called a uccessful one bec..1.use of the fact that the Frosh played many
games and got a great deal of experience, from which they should have profited
greatly. all of which will make them better basketball men when they report next
year as candidates for the Varsity team.

""''''''"~~~~~~~~~~.....~
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FRA K STORTZ
Frank's basket shooting was outstanding. His dead
eye under the bucket made him high point man for
the season. Stortz gets his diploma this spring.

The Lobos enjoyed a most successful season in basketball this year. In intercollegiate competition they scored 16 wins, as against 3 losses. They took a
one-sided game from the Freshmen and then droppeQ a close game to the local
Sport Shop Fiye before playing any intercollegiate contests. The Southwestern
Championship is in a deadlock between ew Mexico and Arizona. If the title be
decided in the percentage of games won and lost the Lobos would be undisputed
champions, having won 14 games from teams in this section and suffered three
losses, whereas Arizona won only 11, while losing three. In New Mexico the
Lobos retained a perfect record. The hilltop team also defeated \iVayland and
DePaul from without this section.
The Lobos opened the season with the Freshmen. These Lobo pup seemed
to have forgotten the football game and were out for a Lobo scalp. The Freshmen succeeded in making a game out of it for a few minutes but the Varsity
prm'ed too fast and experienced for them and soon forged ahead. Every man on
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\ YILBUR WILSO
,·\,\'amp" finished his college basketball
career this year in a blaze of glory. ""'amp"
is big and reliable. His guarding was outstanding in every game this year.

the Varsity squad was given a chance to play in an effort to find the most
smoothly working combination, Mossman, eery, and Gross all looked good for
the Varsity,
New l\Iexico met their old ri'·als. the port Shop, composed of many former Lobos, in the second game of the season. It was a close, hard fought contest all the way but the "old men" made the last basket, so won. The Lobos
till showed a few rough spots but certainly looked like the makings of a championship team.
The Lobos went on the road between semesters and opened the intercollegiate season officially with the' ew Mexico onnal Tigers at Las Vegas.
The Tigers gave that same old stubborn opposition and as the closing minutes
drew on were holding a slight lead, but it was here that the l"lilltoppers began
a coring spree and when the final whistle blew New Mexico was leading 27
to 19,
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JOHN REIDY
"Voc" made his letter this year
at guard. He is fast and handles
the ball mighty well. "Doc" graduates from )( ew Mexico this year.
\\'e hope he has as much luck with
his patients in the future as he had
on the basketball court.

The pack trayeled down to I~oswell to avenue the football defeat given them
by the Cadets last fall and how they did chew the Soldiers up. (;ross, Seery,
and Brown led an offense that found little trouble in penetrating the Cadet defense. The Lobos led from the start and the Cadets found themselves on the
short end of a 25 to 15 score at the end.
The two teams resumed hostilitie the next night but the Soldiers were e\'en
more helpless before the Lobo attack than they had been the night before.
Good, Seery, Brown and Gross all went on a scoring spree. The Cadet found
an alma t impenetrable Lobo defense and in the last half were able to counter
with only one field goal. At the end the score was 40 to 20. Gross, lanky Lobo
center, recei\'ed a twisted knee in the game which forced him to stay out of the
game for over a month.
The Pack played host to the orthern Arizona Lumberjacks, dividing a
t\\'O-game series with the Flagstaff boys.
ew Mexico, playing their first game
without the seryices of Gros~, fought hard but showed the effects of the loss
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AL SEERY
Seery is the best basketball man in
the Southwest. He can be used at
either guard, center, or forward and
stars at any of them.

of their center, and the 1 umberjacks led all the way to win 31 to 19 in a game
ill which there was ne"er much doubt a to what the final outcome would be.
-cw Mexico came back strong the next night and led by Seery, Mossman,
and \Yilson, turned the tables on the Northern Arizonas to the tune of a 27 to
19 score. The Lobos showed a complete reversal of form and led from the start.
The Hilltop Pack engaged the \Yayland Teacher's College in a mid-week
game and showed uperiority in all pha e of the game. After chalking up a
good lead in the first half the Lobos started taking it a little too easy and had a
scare when the Teachers rallied and overcame their lead. The lead was only a
momentary one however for that Lobo scoring machine started functioning again,
the Lobo winning 36 to 28.
The Cadet spent Friday and aturday in Albuquerque in an effort to win
their first ba ketball game from the Lobos in two years, but were sent home
sadly di appointed after dropping two more games to the Hilltop, by scores of
40 to 19 and 33 to 23. The fir t game wa the Var ity's from the first whistle.
The Cadets came back a bit stronger the second night and made it interesting
for the Lobo for the greater part of the first half, but in the closing minutes of
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BROW

"Brownie's" floor work, dead eye for the
basket, and knowledge of the game made him
one of the most dangerous forwards in this
section, "Babe" will be back with the Lobos
next year.

the period Stortz \"as sent into the game and proved a real "hot shot," resulting
in Nell' ]\]exico gaining a lead which they never relinquished,
The Lobos journeyed down to Socorro and continued their victorious march
at the expense of the ew Mexico "]\]iners, Brown had a good eye for the ba,;kei and the Lobos found the opposition no stronger than that usually afforded
by the Muckers,
The game with DePaul proved to be one of the best of the year, The 01icago boys came here fresh from a 29 to 18 victory O\'er the rizona \Vildcats,
DePaul immediately found themselves confronted by a stubborn pack of Lobos
and after DePaul had gained a slight lead "Babe" Brown found a dead eye for
the basket, after \\'hich the battle de\'eloped into a nip and tuck affair, Half
time found the Lobos holding a small lead, The battle continued to rage in
the second half just as it had done in the first with ew Mexico having a slight
edge, resulting in a well de en'ed 26 to 23 \'ictory, Fred Brown with 15 points
\\'as hio-h point man for the e\'ening,

e-~~~~~~: ~.. ~$~~~~~~~--=
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OR}IA

GRO

Extraordinary height, a dead eye for the basket, and a
)o\'e for the game make Gross one of the best centers in
the outhwest.

Jerry Hines brought his Aggie team up for a series with the Varsity, The
Lobos far outclassed the Ago-ie team. winning two lopsided games by scores of
35 to 15 and 48 to 18, thereby increasing their uperiority over the Aggeis on the
basketball court to one of six years slanding.
The onnal came down for a return game with the Yarsity. Coach Johnson lold his men to take it as ea y as possible, but they took it too ea y, failed to
get slarted, and found themselves on the short end of a 16 to 9 score at half
time. The Lobos came back strong, however, in the last half and led by Stort;~,
who scored 26 points. forged ahead to win by a 45 to 35 score.
The Arizona serie was one of the be t ever een in Albuquerque. The Carli Ie gym \Va packed by the time for the game on the first night. Coach Johnson kept three of his regular on the hench at the start. The crowd was on it
feet from the start of the game between t,,'o of the Southwest's most bitter enemie. The score changed from one side to the other and at the half ew 1e.'-
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GEORGE MOSSMA
"Chindy" was a regular guard
this year and did some mighty nice
work. Mossman will be back next
year to be a main tay in the Lobo
defense.

ico held a maIl lead. The second half was as big a thriller as the first, the
fight growing more bitter all the time. Toward the close of the game, when the
yells of the crowd made it almost impossible to hear the hrill of the referee's
whistle, ew ~lexico was holding a 30 to 28 lead when Brown sank a long shot
to make the score 32 to 28 as the game.
After resting a day the two teams came back the next night for the second
game of the series. New Mexico ran up an 8 to 2 lead at the beginning of the
game but it soon developed into the see-saw affair as the night before, At the
half Arizona was holding a two-point lead. The game continued to be a thriller
and with only seconds remaining Stortz dribbled through to sink one and tie
the score at 26 all. Arizona retaliated with a field goal to give them the lead of
28 to 26 as the game ended.
The Texas Miner came up from El Paso and were swamped by a 49 to 26

JAME

SEERY

"Jimmie" made his letter this year. Seery plays
forward and does some mighty nice work there.
"Jimmie" will be back next year to help form a
nucleus for another championship team.

score. Gros returned to the game for the fir t time since he had twisted his
knee and sank 10 field goals to carry off high point honors.
The Lobos met the New Mexico Miners in a return game and turned them
back by a score of 35 to 29 in a game marked by many fouls.
Th Lobos traveled over to Flagstaff to close the season with a series with
the Lumberjacks. The Pack was out for a double win which would have given
them an undisputed claim to the Southwestern Championship. The Hilltoppers
piled up a lead in the fir t half but Flagstaff, led by Allen, came back in the
second half to oyercome ew Mexico's lead and win by a 35 to 30 score.
The Lobos came back tronger than eyer the next night and fighting a only
a Lobo can fight downed the A:"emen 32 to 20 to bring a most successful eason
to a close.
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REEVE
JOHXSO:X

PROFESSOR L. S.

~IOAR

POPEJOY

TlRE~1:I,J\

ST!X"ET
TlREMA:\

Chairman

FACuLTY

:-1 EMHERS

LESLIE JAGt\CEY
Treasu~cr
R. \\'. JOl-ll\SO J •.•.•...•.•..•••.•..•..••••••••. Executive Secretary
TOM L. POPI~JOY
Graduate Manager
FRAl\K D. REEVE
STuDENT j\J EM HERS

RU f7US STlN

T. J-J ECTOR MOAR

1 ET

ALUMNUS J'dEi\IBER

JOH

SCRUGG

The Athletic Council has been in existence ever since the Un;vers:tv of New
l\Iexico has entered teams into inter-colleg;ate rompetit:on. It is the body which
controls the CTeneral policy of inter-collegiate athletics. subject to the approval of the
President and the Board of Regents. It approves the athletic schedules made by
the director of athletics and also approves the recol11l11endat:ons of the director for
the awarding of letter and numerals, The .\thletic Council is represented in the
Rocky Mountain Conference of wh:ch the L'niversity is a Junior l\Iember.
In accordance with the modern tendency of p~acing athletic act\< ties under
faculty supervision. the Athletic Council is composed of three members of the student body. one alumnus and five members oj the faculty. This gives the jaculty a
majority of members on the Council. The body meets the first Thursday of each
month and whenever there may be need. the Cha:rl11an may call a special meeting.
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rac£

Oliver Leone
Gifted with natural endurance and a hard worker,
Leone is doing some nice
work for the pack this year
ill the distance races. Leone's
best rael:' is the mile. He
will pick up sev(.>ral points
for New Mexico this Y(':lr.

Jimmy Webb
Wcbb hasn't placed lower
than second in a hurdle race
for the past two years. \Vebb
is capable of running- the
high sticks under record time
consistently. \\·ebh will no
doubt have the South\\estern
record tucked away by tile
end of the year.

Lilburn l-:[oman
Only a Sophomore, but even
now the best distance man
in the Southwest. that i~
Homan's achievement. L01JO
track followers are lookin~
to Homan to lead New N[exico to victory in the distance
runs against Arizona this
ye:\I-.

Bob Pettit
Bob is a wonder at con·

serving his strength for a
last winning drive. Pettit
has developed wonderfully
since joining the Lobos anu
may now be numbered among
the g-rcatest of all time Lobo
middle distance men.

:Richaru Riley
Dick has shown marked
improvements in the sprints
this year and is now feared
by every dash man in the
Southwest. Riley is the best
dash man the Varsity has
had in several years. Dick
should scon~ heavily against
Arizona this year.

Earl Stockton
Strip is one of the best all
around track athletes the
Lobos have ever had in their
camp. Stockton competes in
the shot, discus, hil!;h jump,
broad jump, javelin and
hurdles and does them all
mighty well. His best events
are the discus and the high
jump.
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Reese Cagle
Cagle, New Mexico's crack
quarter miler is making
some mighty good time in
that race this year. This is
only Cagle's second year
with the Pack and before
he leaves school Reese will
be do:ng' the 440 aro~:nd
record time.

Carl Henderson
Henderson is now servill~
his burth year of track with
the Lobos. Carl specializes
at throwing the javelin.
Henderson may hrins;r the
Southwestern javelin ncord
back to the 1.01.05 this year.

Ted Bonner
Ted can Tun the half. mile
and two mi Ie. His best race,
however. is the half mile.
Ted has an easy, natural
stride and is still improv·
inK. lIe will Kather many
points for the Varsity durinl{ his remaining two years
in school.

Frank Stortz
Frank has always been a
winner for the Lobos. An
exceptionally
good
pole
vaulter, tortz can be counted on to win consistently
in that event. He al 0 com·
petes in the hurdles, hiKh
jump, broad jump and javelin.

Coach Johnson
It is a very rare thing if
'oach doesn't turn out a
good track team and his
team this year is no exception. Johnson has develop·
ed many track stars for New
.Mexico.
Johnson and his
Lob~s will be favorites to
take the Wildcats for tl-.e
second time in as many
years when they meet the
Cats in Tucson this year.

Leon Ulrich
Ulrich has worked hard
since he has been with the
Varsity and now as a reward for his labors is capa·
hie of runn ing a mighty
pretty 440. Leon is also one
of the king pins in the relay
team.
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Lobo' 86.

. M. M. 1. 32,

ew :\fexico 'Mines 9,

Tormal-1-

The Lobos won the state intercollegiate meet hands down. Individual performance for the day, however, went to Mudgett of the Mines and Foley of the
Institute. Mudgett won the high jump with a leap of 6 ft. 3;i in., bettering the
South we tern mark by 1 and
in. Foley bettered the Southwestern broad jump
of 23 ft. 1Oj4 in. He al a \\'on the shot. Stortz of the Lobos wa high point man
with firsts in the pole Yault, and both hurdle races.

ls

S'11MARY
Shot put: A. Foley, (1)-40 ft. Ys in.: R. Henderson (L) 38 ft. 4r,4 in.; M. Foster (L)
38 ft. 2r,4 in.
Mile run: Homan (L); l.eone (l.), Coli it,s (I). time 4 m. 50 sec,
Pole vault: Stortz (L) 11 ft. 6 in.; tied for second; Curtis ( ) and Caples (1), 11 feet.
JOO-yard dash: IcCommis (I), Riley (l.), Turner (I), time JO.1 sec.
120-yard high hurdles: Stortz (L). \\'ebb (l.), V. Ryan (M), time 15.8 sec.
440-yard dash: Cagle (L), Pettit (1.), Hill (1), time 53.5 sec.
Discus: Stockton (L) 123 ft. 90 in.; R. Henderson (L) 114 ft. 8 in.; Foley') 112
ft. i in.
High jump: Mudgett (M) G ft. 3)/s in.; tied for second; Stockton (L) and Curtis (N)
5 I·t. II 0 in.
220-yard dash: McCommis (I), Riley (L). Turner (I), time 22.2 sec,
Broad jump: Foley (1) 23 ft. 10r,4 in.; McCommis (I) 22 ft. 4Ys in.; Stockton (L) 21
ft. 60 in,
220-yard low hurdles: Stortz (L), Webb (l.). Dunnaway (L), time 25.6 sec.
Javelin: C. Henderson (L) 159 ft. 4 in.; P. Ryan ( 1) 156 ft. 50 in.; Stockton (L)
151 ft. 70 in,
Two-mile run: Homan (L). Leone (L), \Vylder (1). time II min. 3 sec.
l-Ialf-mile run: Pettit (l.), Bonner (L). Moore (1), time 2 min. 4.8 sec,
Mile relay: \Von by Lobos; Parsons, Ulrich, Homan, and Cagle; time 3 mill. 46 sec.

Lobos 92, Freshmen 55
In the opening meet of the year the Varsity had little trouble in winning from the
Freshmen in a dual meet. Dick Riley tied the school record in the 100 yd. dash when he ran
the century in 10 1-5 seconds. Strip Stockton set a new school record for the high jump
when he leaped 6 ft. 6-10 in. to win the evcllt. Stortz or Homan did not compete in this
mcet or the score would have been even more one sided than it was.

8//;,,0;s Melays
Bob Pettit was entered in the JOOO yd. of the Illinois Relays this year and turned in a
most satisfying performance, Twenty-ninc men were entered in the race and Bob drew
starting position number 29, resulting in his losing at least two seconds at the start. Even
under these handicaps Bob finished sixth in the remarkable time of 2 minutes, 22 seconds.

fA 1';::0 II 11leef
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ew Mexico and Arizona will meet in their annual dual meet at Tucson this year.
A close meet is expected as always with the Lobos slight favorites to annex their second
trdck victory over the Cats in as many years.
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Swimming wa inaugurated at New Mex:co this year as a part of the Varsity's program of installing more competitive sports.

It is the purpose of the

Cniversity to have as many different sports as possible so as to give everyone
an opportunity to engage in their favorite phase of athletics. " swimming meet
was scheduled with the ew T\Iexico Military Institute and the call fOl" swimming candidates issued. The turnout \\'as most encouraging. Coach McFarland
was placed in charge of the squad and an extensive training program started.
The Institute won the meet by a score of 58 to 8. The Cadets took all first
and second place and one third to score their 58 points. For the Lobos, Lipp
took third in the -1--1-0 yard dash: Diefenbach, third in the breast stroke; Yann,
third in the 50 yard dash; Gilmour, third in the back stroke, and the relay team,
C'Jmposed of Diefenbach, Foster, Gilmour. and Yann. gathered four points, gi\'ing the Lobo a total of 8, The results were not so disheartening, however,
when it is taken into consideration that the Institute has an indoor pool of their
own and had been practicing for eight weeks, while the Lobos were forced to
use the Y. M. C. A. pool and had only had two weeks in which to practice for
the meet.
Swimming will no doubt ImprO\'e greatly and become one of the leading
minor sports at the Varsity.

.v ill ('/ y-c ig It /

Woxil1g
A boxing meet was scheduled with the Institute and the boxers traveled
down to Roswell to meet the Soldiers. Coach Barnes had charge of the mit
slingers from New Mexico. Men making the trip to Roswell were Nuanes, 125
pounds; Rice, 138 pounds; Jim Seery. 148 pounds; Howden, 158 pounds, and
Mannie Foster, 176 pounds.

Jim Seery was the only Lobo to win his bout, he

administering a decisive defeat to NIcCommis.
~uanes bouts were very close.

The decisions in the Rice and

Considerable boxing talent was unearthed among Lobo ranks this year.
Boxing will ha\'e its place in New Mexico's minor sports in the future.

2"enl1is
Tennis prospects are unu ually bright this spring. Professor Jauncey has
been placed in charge of the tennis squad. Jauncey has considerable knowledge
of the sport, having played at Han·ard. and in Australia. Included among the
men expected to represent New Mexico on the court this year are Reidy, Stamm.
ThCJmpson, Arnot. and others. The usual meet with Arizona will be held this
year in Tucson.

Meets with New l\Iexico Colleges also will be scheduled.

Carlisle Gymnasium has been used to a most beneficial advantage this year
for indoor winter sports. Up to date equipment has been installed resulting in
the development of several talented gymnastic performers. The gym also affords Lobo track men an opportunity to begin training while the weather is too
severe for out-door work.
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First
Second
Third
Fourth
Fifth

1;[

ra Is

(!)Olll tl I'!J

FIoman
Morrison
McAliste'"
Cagle
Gilmour

efixlecll

Kappa
Kappa
Kappa
Kappa
Kappa

"

Alpha
Alpha
Alpha
Sigma
Sigma

Gill/ail fJ\('!(f!J

Sigma Chi
Kappa Sigma
Independents

\Von
Kappa Sigma
Sigma Chi
Kappa Alpha
Tndepcndents
Siga Phi Epsilon
Pi Kappa Alpha

.1

4

3
2
1

o

Sigma Chi
Independents
Kappa Sigma
Pi Kappa Alpha
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Kappa Alpha

Lost

o
1
2
3
4

5

Points
77.5

68
33
29.5

8
2

GJ'wil11',l1ing
Sigma Chi won the swimming meet with 18 points.

011e hUl1dred

Percentage
1.000
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.600
.400
.200
.000
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Snaps of the Administration Building and views of the main quad,
grounds of Arts students between classes.

tomping
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One hundred three

The Lobo campus

IS

undergoing a progressive development of new lawns, walks,
shrubs and pavel1lents.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~"<>
One hundred fOllr

.\ flurry of light snow greeted the grads as they returned for home-coming and
the Arizona game.
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This year the Erin-go-Brah boys with a great advantage of weight and orgal11zatiol1 gave the A. and S. boys their first bath in three years.

One hundred si.v

The Engineer issue of the Lobo almost compelled the Arts College Sissies to
let the Engineers win to make things equal.
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oHe Illwdred seven

This page we have devoted to the people who
make football worth while to the team, the fans.
J\ ever before has the team received such
whole-hearted support from students and
towns-folk. And the boys fought harder on
that account.

One hundred eight

Unusual interest was shown this year in the
homecoming festivities. The sororities and
fraternities welcomed their alumni with decorated houses. a big pre-game parade and climaxed it with a big dance in the evening.
Come again Grads.

Olle lllf1/dred '/lille

This space we have devoted to our feminine
Greeks. Sorry we do not have space for a
picture a i everyone but there were not enough
pages in the hook. Chi Omega got of f to a
good start this year with a new home and a
couple of law suits.

Oile hllildred ten

Om men of old ~ew :'[exico dress up on
~'\1nday if not for cbs es.
Kappa Sig boys
eem to be only in the proce however at the
time of om call. Of course we could not have
forgotten Rayon Ray. the Lobo editor or
Simp on of House of David fame.
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Olle hU1/dred elevell

Sophs successfully defended their sacks this year. to force Frosh to retain clinks,
but only a her a loss of three sacks and six pai rs of trousers.
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Mildred Jameson
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Cleo Ronmtree
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These two young- Freshman ladies, whose
pictures you have just looked at, were chos-

~,

~

~,

I

en by you to he the sponsors of this, the

~

~

thirty-eighth volume of the University of
New ::\Iexico Mirage. \Ve think that you

~

~~}

have heen careful in your selections for we
think hoth these young ladies very charming

~,

and pleasing. They are very worthy of
representing you as sponsors of this volume

I

which we in turn have devoted to your
most alluring drama of college life. These
young ladies have been our sponsors in creatillg this book. May the book be the sponsor of your lives that lie before you.
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Virginia Bandy
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Kirk
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C ladys Conant
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"The 1IIost beautif.Ul object in the world,
it ,.nil be allowed, i, a beautiful wom",,"

After all, just who shall we say is the most
beautiful; or can we say that all are
beauti ful but none the 1110st beauti ful ?
For" 'Tis not a lip, or eye, we beauty call,
but the joint force, and full result of all."
'I\' e could. not decide alone so we asked you
to help us. And so, fellow students, we
have presented you with a picture of your

selections. If you think they represent New
lVIexico beauty we shall be happy. If you
cia not, we may still console ourselves with
the fact that we loved you all, but there
were just not enough pages to go around.
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gaternities

rounded at the "Cniversity of Virginia, 1868
Seventy-eight Acti ve Chapters
FloWN: Lily of the \'alley

Colors: Garnet and Gold

Na/ional PI/b1icl//iol/: "The Shield and Diamond"

rj3e1a (j e/t"

(>//(Ij>/<'I"

Jnstollt'd: 1915
FR.\TRES IN

UN [n':RSJ TATE

C/ass of 1930
JACK RA H
ROBERT ]EXKIXS
1'1 ILLER FRENCH
FLOVD SIIATTL"CK

THOMAS \\1 ALSH
LAWREXCE \\'.ILSIf
\\'ILIlUR BARROWS
XED EUlER

ROIlERT BOTTS
RICI-IARD ARLEDGE
FRAXK STORTZ
C,IRL ALLEX

Class of 7937
JOHN

HERBERT
EA ~IOXS
\\-ESLEY QUINN

DILLWORTH

\\'ILUA~1 HOII'DEX

Class of .1932
HENRY FOSTER
THOMAS BARWJSE
MACK SJ-lAI'ER
JOHN BARBER

FRED "MADERA
RICHARD MATTHEWS
DONALD GARRETT
EDIV ARD ROBERTS

HARRY l{A ~[SAY
J. \V. HENDRON
JOSEPH HOYLi,R
CHARLES GOIVER

~~~~~~~. ~~~~~~~~~~-=
Qne hundred twenty-six

French, \"'a1sh, Stortz, Shattuck, Elder, Arledge
Barrows, Seamans, Madera, Lawson, Patly, Henderson
L. Walsh, Howden, Botts, Renfro, lIfozley, Baer
Cere, Loken, Rottie, Ramsey, Stamm, Kennedy
Dunkerly, Mabry, Snapp, Ramsey, Roberts, Matthew
Garrett, Barwise. Foster, Barber, Hendron, Glazier, Finnell

011e hUl1dred twenty-seven

170tlllded at :Miami "Clliversity, 1855
Eighty-eight Active Chapters

Colors: Blue alld Gold
Flower: \Vhite Rose
Na/iollal Pllblicolioll: "11agazille of Sigma Chi"
[J3e/a

a;.

@/lQpler

Installcd: 1916
FRATRTCS IN
Tno~1 AS

POPEJOY

F ACULTATE

JOHN McFARLA:\'O

PATRICK 11lLLER

FRATRES IN UNIVERSITATE

Class of 1930
MARVIN GOOD
BRUCE McRAE
JOHN REIDY

\iVESLEY CONNOR
\iV ALLACE BISBEE
MERLYN DAVIES

PHILLIP LEE
FRED NOHL
CHARLES HICK~IAN
RICHARO RILEY
JOH).' PILCHER

ROBERT HARRIS
Jnutv \"!EBB
HOMER MILLER
JOHN FISH
JAMES VlILLSON

ROBERT CIsco
NEIL FOLEY
CRITCHELL PARSONS
WILSON COCHRAN
Roy RICE

JOHN TRIGG
RALPH TRrGG
CHARLES Jow',s
TEDRO BONNER

THOMAS DANAHY
EDGAR MITCH~:LL
ROBERT BRUCE

JOHN BEERS
EDWARD DOTY

CORDER PAULSON
RICHARD V ANN
ROBERT PETTIT

Class of 1931
LUCIEN RrCE
JAKE BALZER
1-lE)iRY INGALLS
GEORGE MOSSMAN
HECTOR MOAR

Class of 1932
HALL SARGEXT
LEE VANN
LUCIUS BARNETT
HOWARD HUFFMAN
FRANK RIORDAN

Class of 1933

.ii~;·

THO~1PSON LETTON
GENE HARRIS
BAYLOR TRIPLETT

'.".

~~~~~~~~~ .... - ~~~~~~~""-~
Que hU11dred tWCllf'Jl-cight

Pettit, Willson, Good, Webb, Reidy, Davies, McRae
Balzer, Vann, Pilcher, Connor, Bisbee, Xohl, Paulson
Riley, Hickman, IIufiman, j\liller, Fi h, ~loar, ~Iossman
R. Harris, Foley, K. Tully, Lee, Parsons, Barnett, Johns
Sargent, Bonner, R. Trigg, Riordan. L. Vann, Temple, Triplett
Beers, Bruce, 1. I-Iarris, Cisco, ~Titchell, Danahy, Owens

Olle hUlldrcd

f'i.l I

CllfY-lI;lIC

rio

(

(

/'

~

Founded at the university of \'irginia, 1869
One Hundred and Eight Active Chapters
Colors: Scarlet, Green and White
now"r: Lily of the Valley
Na/ionol PlIl>lira/irJl/s: "The Caduceus," "The . tar and Crescent"

a

l
,,//{/

. / "'"

FI<ATRES iK
JOH ~ D. CLARK
GEORGE ST. CLAIR

@/lCIP/l'/"

Jns/allcd: 192·1
F.\CULTATE

VEO~ KIECIf

FRANK REEI'ES
CHESTER R CSSELL

U Nl VERSITATE
Closs of 7930

FRATRES TN
PAUL THO~IAS
~EIL \\'AT.O~

BO:"Nn: KELLY
BER~ICE S~IITH

NOR~IAN GROSS
ALFRED SEERY
JA~IES SEERY
\' A~E D. CLARK
J AY THO~IPSON

STA N LEV 111 LLER
GEORGE BOYD
\\'ILLIAM HUFFINE
JETHRO VAUGHT
]. \VILSON SHAVER
EARL STOCKTO~

REESE CAGLE
1IAURICE LIPP
ROBERT OFFICER
JOHN CARTWRIGHT
"VILBUR \,VILSON

JOH:-.I OFFICER
JAY KOCH
PATRICK PECK
\VESLEY Fo TER
JOSEPH Foss

Do:-.l ALD MOSES
JOHN STOFER
CHARLES HOWARD

JqSEPH GILL
JEAN \VALTON
CiiARLES DIEFFENBACH

DAn)) MITCHELL
RORERT PAUIER

Closs of 7937
\VILLIAM T HO~II'SON
JACK CLINE
LEMUEL \\'YUE
ROBERT CRIST
MA:"XIE FOSn:R

Closs of 1932
\\'ILUAM NICHOLS
RICHARD MIL~ER
FRED BROWN
LEWIS COLBY
JOH~ CUN~I~GHA~I

Closs of 1933
ROBERT POLSOX
J. HAROLD GIUIOl'R
LERoy GIBSON

.y.-J"-..;,.~~~h~~~~"""'-""'-
Olle IIII1Idrcd thirty

)Iitchell, Palmer, \\'atson, Smith, Judy, Thomas, W. Thompson
Miller, J. Thompson, haver, Cline, J. Seery, Vaught, Gross.
Huffine, R. Crist, L. Wylie, ~I. Foster. Stockton. A. Seery, Foss
Colby, W. Foster, J. Officer, Boyd, Clark, R. Officer, Lipl'
Koch, Cagle, Peck, l\1.ilner, Cartwright, Brown, Gill
Flinn, Gibson, D. Moses. Elliot, Chennault, Walton. A. Baker
Polson, Dieffenbach, Gilm~ur, Stofer, C. Wylie, Howard, J. Baker

-<-=,;..~~~~
Olle hUlldred thirty-01I1:

f
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l

'\

I.

I )

Founded at the University of Richmond, 1901
Sixty-five Active Chapters

Colors.' Red and Purple

Flower.' American Beauty Rose anel Violet

Naliollal T'llblicalioll.' "Sigma Phi Epsilon Journal"

71r,,, llle.,.;co /711plw (PI",!)/,,,.
fllslalled: 1929
FRATRES IX F,\CllLT,\TE
A, DIEFExnORF

L. S,

TIRD1.\N

FRATRES TN U-"IVER. fTATE

Class of 1930
jOI'I:-I R,llSSI·:I.I,

Class of J()31
ROBERT ADA ~I S
JOSEPH COL\'IN

RliFlJS CARn:R
ARCHIE ?-.lcDoWELL

LINDSAY ROOT
MAR\'IN BEzE~IEK

~fAXWEI.I. ~rALONE

Class of 1932
DWIGHT MCGUIIH:
RICHARD SPAHR
JAlIlES BEZElIIEK

HAROLD GOFF
J)O:-lALn GILL

FRANK DuBoIS
ROBERT EARICKSON
DALE GILillORE
RICHARD PERKINS
EulO STOI'ER

JOHN TROIA
FRED \\'O~IACK
RICHARn POTTS
FRANK BROGAN
1)0 N A Ln BOOT H

RUSSELL HOLT
12YR:-IES MAY
C":CIL MOYES

Class of 1933

Olle hUlldred fhirfy-f7.l'o

DONOI'AX SEXTER
THO~IAS TAGGART
OCIE YEATTS
OTHER YEATTS
J\l'nJn:Y GOIDIA:-I

Hussell, Coh·ill. JJezemek. Root. :lJalone,
Saddler. T. Yales. CarIn, Goff. May
Robber on, McGuire. "·orlmann .• lover, Holt
E3Ticksoll. Potts. Gilmore, DuBois, Perkins
Moye , 'elller, Gill, :l100rc

Olle hUlldred thirty-three

nr

\ /\upj)U

';.,'

.

,

./

.

~ VI ~J'.

I'.

Founded at \\'ash:nglon and Lcc Cnivcrsily, 186()
Sixty-sevcn Active Chapters

Colors: Crimson and Old Gold
P107 'cr: Magnolia and Red Rosc
Natiollal PublicotioJl: "Thc J<.appa Alpha Journal"

';3,,/<1 ry/,; 0. )//(/j,/<'I'
IJls:o/l<d: 1929
FJL\TRES TN

NTVERSITATE

Class of 1930
LEON ULRICH

Class of ]931
HO,\lER PHILLIPS
GEORGE ~10RRlSOX
RL'FUS STINNETT

CURTIS COE
Rov A:"oERSO:"
PETE \\'0005
GEO:lGE ~ UTTY

CHARLES \'ID,\L
PAUL DIVl:"E

LfLLBL:R:"

JOSEPH ROBfxsox
FRA:"K PEARL
CARL ROBERTS

BEN:"ETT \\'IGGI:"
JACK H,DlfLTO:"
GEORGE BRAKE

Eo\\'ARD LOXG
BRODA 11cALLISTER
DALE Jo 'ES

Class of 7932
HO~IA:"

\\'OODLfEF BRO\\':"/
KEl\l\f:nl MURPHY

Class of 1933

Olle hUlldred thirt)·-four

KORMAN MCCULLOL:GH
HAROLD GORE
HARLEY BARKER

~[orrison,
tinnett,
~lcAllistcr, Long,

Phillips. Jones, Cllrich
Devine, Coe. Anderson
]Joman. Barker, Vidal. Boren. Gor~
J{obin on, Uoberts, "-iggillS, Brown

-=-~~..?~~~~.
aile hUlldred thirtJ-fir:e

REIDY

COX1\OR
R~SSELL

SJlAYER
Y~TES

Y,\LGlIT
ALLEX

,\IOllRISOX
;,RLEDGE

J) EV 1.\

I';

d:deJ;'oleJ'lIi!v @Oll11Ci!
CARL ALLEN."
. " .... " . . . . .
. .. , . Prcsidcnt
\V ESLEY CONNOR, .. , .
' , .. ,Vicc-Prcsidcnt
]. \\'ILSO
HAVE R, ... , . , . , , , . , , , , , , , , , , , .' ... Secretary- Treasurcr

REPRESENT.\TI\'ES
1'1

l'APPA ,\LPllA
RIl'HAIW

SI(;:I'[A

f\I<LEI'GE

CHI
JOH;\; REIDY

J,

\\'ILSO:\' SHA\'ER

JETHRO \'AL'GHT

S IGJ\f ,\ P JI [

EpSILOX
THUR:\lA;\;

JOII:\' RL'SSELL

YATES

1,APPA ALPHA
PAUL DEVINE

The Interfraternity Council was organized on the University campus in the
spr;ng of 1925, The Council sen'es as a governing body for inter-fraternity actl\'ities, It regulates such matters as rushing. spon ors a system of interfr:lternity
ethics and good will, and cooperate with the L:niyersity in regulating interfraternity
athletics and scholarship,

QI/e hlll/drcd thirt)'-si,r

~rorities

r

Founded at \\'eslcyan Collcgc, 1852
Fi fty-scvcn Act'\'e Chaptcrs

Flower: Enchantress Carnation

Colors: Rosc and \ \'hite
Notional P"hlieafioll: "Aglaia"

!'i()/
r -\.., l' !<lj./t-"
flls'olled: ]<)11
SUIWRS J N

U:-i JVERSJTATE

Class of 1930
DOROTIIY COl'LTER

KATHERI:\E ::\ICIIOLAS

Class of 1931
BETTY ANN Sfn:R~IAl\'

J>1 ARY ELIZABET H FRENCII

Class of 7032
J>1ARY 11 cCo:" :\ELL
R1,;TH 11A:":\"
KATHERINE MARTI]\'

KATHERI:\E HA\I \IOCK
])OROTI-I Y 11cCoy

11IRIAM TERRY
ROSE \'Al:GH:\

FRA:" ES LrSER
BEATRICE HAYS
RL'TH BRICKLEY

J l:A:\ITA

CLARK
PA U:\E EDWARDS
JANET CASE

Class of 1933

Qlle Illllldrcd thirty-eighl

GLADYS CO:\A:"T
MARGARET THO\IP~O;-(

Clark. Xichola . Coulter. .\lcC"nnick
French, Sherman, onrall, Hammock, ,McConnell
~lcCoYJ Giistrap. Liser, .Mann, :Martin
Case. Thompsoll, Conant, Hays. I<iordan
\"aughan, Brickley, Terry. Tittsworth

OIlC hUlldred thirt:y-ninc

'II'
/luN)(J

QUI/II/IU

Foundcd at :,[01ltl101lIh Collegc, [870
Sixty-three Acti ve Chapters
Colors: Light anti Dark Blllc,
I\'oliollol Pllblicalioll: "The Key"'

JJ,,,I/I/,(/

OJeI(/

Flower: Fleur-tle-[is

(iI/wider

IlIslollcd: 1918
SOROJ{S IN UNJVERSJTATE

Class of 7Y30
1ARY GRACE COLI'IN
rdARGARET Cox
llARGARET SJ-IORTLE

MARfA:\' ELLER
MABEL HARD[1'(G
ADELf1'(E L,I\\'SO:-i

JANET MATTlIEWS
PEGGY RECTOR
\VINIFRED STA~I~I

Class of 1937
HULDA HOBBS

CLARA

MASOI\

Class of 1932
REI'[S J3.IILY
BESSIE BELL
BARBAR,\ ELLER

BETTY KIRK
]OCF:LYX KOCIl
?\hLDRED ?\[OORE

lIILDRF:D BOTTS
BF:TTY ANN Cox

BLAXCHE TRIGG
ALICF: SHORTLE

:\I.\RY HELEX ~kK N IG liT
EIHTH O\\'ENS
:-:ELLIF: CLARK

Class of 7933

Olle hUlldred forty

DORIS BROOKS
?\[ARY MCGOX,IGILL

Lawson, Harding, Rector, Judy, Stamm
M. Cox. Eller, Colvin, Shortie, I-Iohbs
Masun,Ferree, McKnight. Clark, Koch
~1oore, Batley, Bell. Eller, Lusk
Brooks, Cox, Dotts, Trigg, Shortie

Olle hllndred forf'y-ollc

Founded at DePauw University, 1885
Fi fty-three Active Chapters
Flower: Red Carnation

Colors: Scarlet and Olive Green
N aliol/al IJI/bliraliol/: ;'Lyre"

VI /p/w IJ 7" @/wpler
Inslalled: 1918
S()ROnS IN UNIVERSJTATE

Class of 7930
FLOREXCE CIlILE
RUTH LATHROP

Renl LOI'E
JEA:",\JE CAMPBELL

JESSIE MCGILLI'ARY
DOROTHY MORRTSON"
LOl'lSE Tl'CKER

AGXES THORXE
MADGE INGALLS
VIOLA CLARK
LARUE KEKNEDY

JEA); 1lcGILLI'AilY
JOSEPHTKE \VILLlAI-IS

lJOIlOT 1-1 Y S ELLEilS

MARTHA BARTELL
THEL;\IA AMBLE
[IELEN MAIlKL

CATHERTl-iE CHTLOEIlS
SALLY KNOTTS
Bi':TTY BEESO:-l

ELlZABET H GREA I'ES
GLADVS MCCARTI-IY

Class of 1937
MARY CHILDERS
E'TMA LEE BIlATTON
LourSE O'CONNOIl

Class of 1932
MTLOIlED SCOTT
ALDA ROBERTS

Class of 1933

Olle hUlldred fort)l-t7c 1o

L UCIT.LE COFFEY
MAYNOR FAY MCGEE
MI:-I:-':IE BEA CRAPIO:LL

Campbell, Ingalls, Crile, Lathrop, Clark, Love
\Viley, McCarthy, Bratton, Kennedy, Childers, Morrison
O'Connor, SellersA Greaves, McGillvary, Scott. McGillvary
Roberts, Me,,-,ee, Markl, Chappel, Beeson, Thorne
Childers, Tucker, Bartell, Amble, Knotts, Coffey

~--....~~~~~~~~~~~~
Qile ll1t11dred fort'y-tlrree

~~~
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Founded at Wesleyan College, 1851
Fi ftY-01l2 Actiye Charters

I'lowrl': Violet

Colors: Blue and \\'h:te
No/ iOl/al PI/Mica/iol/: "Adelphian"

(j) 1"1,,,

71" (::J!.uj>/'"

['is/al/rd: 19211
SORORS 1 N FACli LTATE
LE:-IA CI.Al'l'E

SORORS TN L-NTVERSTT,\TE

Class of 79311
LOUISE COE

Rl"rH KAY

DOROTHY DAILY

ESTELLE HOGI:-\S
11\A EI'ELY:-I KDIBRO(lGII

JULIA PE:1\FIELIJ
MATTIE Lo\.; GALLAGHER

CRETA HERI-IIJO:-l

TIIERA SILL

Class of 193/

Class

1\ILES ST:ll' ,\I Q L'lST

of 7932

BETTY JOH1\SO:-:

Ro JEA:-IE HERNIJOX
ALICE RL'TH \\'ILLI1Il\IS

RUTH

DAILY

ETHEL SCOTT
FAYE TERRY
P,ll'l.lXE HOLL.I1\f)

OUI'E LA"B

VIRGl:-ll1l B1I:-:IJY
VIRGINIA BECKER
EIJNA SOELL
E01\A \\'HITE

Class of /933
J\IILllIll':1J JA"I':SO:-:

Olle hlllldred forty-fall I'

MARY J A1\E \\' ILLIA \1 S
DOROTHY EATO:-l
ilLIRY CATIIERI1\E \\'1\(;:-:,,"

('oe, Kimbrough, "trun~quist, Kay. Daily
Hogins, \Vhite, Soel!, Crymes, Johnson
Fisher, Gallagher, A. Williams, R. Herndon, . Herndon
R, Daily, Penfield, \\'agner. ::'1. Williams, Lamb
Holland, Eaton, Terry, Crymes, Scott, lame ~n

-..""..~~~~~~-.sr~~~~~
Que hundred forty-five

"

~ -. _.---' :::::>
Founded at University of Arkansas, 1895
Eighty-eight Active Chapters
Colors: Cardinal and Straw
Flower: \Vhite Carnation
Na/iollal Plllilica/ioll: ;'Eleusis"

fJ>i s:)" '""'" (fJ/",p",1'
III.I'/allrd: ]Q25
SORONS IN FACULTATE
MARY COA)/

ELSIE RUTH CHA:-IT

SORORS IN

l'

:'1RS, \VALTER SIMPSOX

-IVERSITATE

Class of 1930
DOROTHY DIVER

KATHLEEN HICKOK
VVIf.LADENE BROWN

AN:-IABELLE Sn;ART
FLORENCE PRENTICE
DOLORES TAYLOR
DOROTHY SCHl'UIEISTER

1IARGARET DAI'Y
THELMA KERSEY
LCCILLE SHERWOOD
BETTY HOLLO:lIAX

DARLENE ANDERSOK
MARY NOONEI'
HAZEL BERRY

LOIS SHOEMAKER
BETH GILBERT
NATHLYX ASH

EI'ELYX PATTOX
RUTH GIBBS
}.[AXINE HORBS

SARA FrXXEY
GWENOOLYN EOMUNOS
AOELE TI.VELO

Class of 1931
EDNA GRAHAM
HELEN STUBBS
BE. SIE LEWIS RILEY
Rl'TH HICKOK

Class of 1932
MILDIU:D PARENTEAU
FANNY BELLE WITWER
RUTH ASKREK VlT ATSON

Class of 1933

Qlle hUlldred forty-six

CLEO Roll' NTREE
MARY MEWBOURNE
MARY ROSSITER

Riley, Hickok. Sherwood, Diyer, Burdell
Prentice, Davy, flolbman, Parenteau, Stuart
R. Hickok, Brown. Graham, Ashe, \¥itwer
Watson, Gilbert, Schulmeister, Anderson, Gibbs
Edmunds, Rossiter, Berry, Rountree, Finney

One hundred forty-seven

Founded at Uni"ersity of Missouri, 1888
Twenty Active Chapters
Flower: Carnation

Colors: Ruby and Pink
Xaliol/al Pllbli,alioll: "The urn"

tl! /1>/10

01(/

@/wpler

Iustalled: 1926
SORORS IN

"NIVERSITATE

Class of 1930
MABEL LEWIS

11ABEL \\'ELLS \\'ILLrAMS

ROVALF. SMITH

Class of 1931
},IAXIXE 11cSPADDEX

Class of 1932
GRACE RICE

ALOlllE

BOYLE

CATHERINE CLEAVF.S

\\"illiams. Faircloth, "tirrat
McSpadden. Clea"es, Smith
Stirrat. Fletcher, Lewis
R05zjer, Rice, Boyle

olie

hundred forty-nine

~IOI{/{l

OX

CLARK

LATHROP
McCORMICK

COX
Bl:RDELL

FEHREE
DI\"EH

KDIBROCGll
\\"1 LLI A~lS

D.\ILY
STlRRAT

DOROTHY DAILEy .............•....••......•............ Presidcnt
GEORGIA BURDELL.
Sccrctary
MABEL WILLIAMS
Trcasurcr

]{ EPRESE 1\ T. \ '1'1 \. J7.S
PHI

ALICE

.\Iv

MCCOR~IICK

)UAXITA CLARK
J'APPA KAPPA GAMMA

1IARGARET COX
.\LPll.\

elf I

CYREX A FERREE
OMEGA

DOROTHY 1IoRRISOX

RUTH LATHROP
.\LPHA DELTA PI

INA E\'ALYN KDIBROUGH

DOROTHY DAILY
CIlI OMEGA

DOROTHY DIYER •

GEORGIA BURDELL
BETA SIGMA O~IJCROj\

MAY STIRRAT

Panhellenic. inter-sorori y organization. has been orO'anized on the Uniyersit y
campus for some years, The national organizat:on i of even longer standing and
has accompEshed real good in governing inter-sorority activities. formulating ru hing and pledging rules and executing such husiness as is common to all the sororities.
It must be admitted that local Pan hellenic has done much more toward the welfare
of the sorOl-:ties than the interfraternity council has toward any interfraternity
purpo e.

011(' hUlldred fifty

J. ST BBS
TELFORD

REDDLE

SIMPSON
STCllBS

ULA'KBUH~

O'CON!'\ELL

11ALONE

LCTIlY

lllSHOP

FRENCH
MA TER

(lllil eites
.
JACK

SIMPSO~

_

_

_

_

ROGER BALL
'VILLIAM LEVERT

President
\' ice President and Treasurer

_

_

_

Secretary

A stray Greek organization, known as the l\Ietics, was instituted on the New
Mexico this year for the first time. Though not yet officially organized the club
is going rapidly forward in fostering a feeling of good will among Greeks from
other campuses. Though the purpo e is primarily social. the organization ha
placed e"eral members in prominent campus acti,·ities.
The following are listed on the memuership roster:
ROGER BALL

FORREST L

THY

~IAHEL S~IYER

J ,HI ES

P A l;L ~[ASTERS

JACK SI~II'''O;-';

TliBBS

MARY CATHERINE

IRENE BISHOP

MARY HELI':N BRl::'IU

MARIAN REDDLE

HELE:'I GREEN

MARGAIl.ET O'COX "ELL

ViRGIXIA TEDFORD

LARRY MALONE

"WLET HUFDIAX

'\'ILLlA~I LE\'ERT

EDITH EAGER

BRANCH SPALDING

EVELYN FRENCH

SARAH PEARSON

HENRY BLACKBURN

FRED PELZER

ELWOOD PENNY

LEO Lf.\\T\'SON

\\'ILLIAM

SARAH HESS

STUBBS

OIlC

GARRISON

hlmdl'cd fifty-one

New :\Ic:-;iro's men and women!

As

the ancients worked in stone to leave to
posterity images of the great and the near
great so have we endeavorej to do likew:sc
with the aid of modern devices.
Should we be asked to state our greatest
desire it wonlel be to know each and every
student. Greater personal s:tfsfaction could
never be derived from the possession of
many deg-rees. "e offer as a sub titute
and with a full knowledge of its inadequacy
-their photographs.
Years hence this secl;on will be priceless.
J low could it he otherwise with so many
of the world's finest contained therein?

~~""'~~~~~~~~~~~
One hundred

fift~)'-f7.(!O

•

onorartes

TIHDJAX

CLARK

ST. CLAIR

R.\l LLARD

,

Ii
II

c./\appa
DEA ; S. P. NAi\i\INGA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . Prcsidcnt
DR. GEORGE W. ST. CLAIR . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . Vice-Prcsidcnt
LEO A RAILLARD . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . Sccretary
DR. JOH
D. CLARK . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . Trcasurer
DR. L. S. TIREMA
Historian

The following were elected to membership during the academic year 1929-1930:
MRS. DIANA B, CARTER
GEORGE 1. SANCHEZ
J. \V. DIEFENDORF
S. A. NORTHROP
JOH:\ EDWIN EARL
MARGARET RECTOR

GRANT AKDERSON
MRS. LOUISE B. LEAK
ALICE RAY \lVILSON
HARLAX SII\lNGER
J. R. SCOTT
G. P. SHAN :\OX

C.

V. \VICKER
RUTH LOVE
IREKE QUINTANA
HAZEL VAN DORE:-1
\V. 1. ABBOTT
GUYFRED TIMBOE

ACTIVE l\IE:lIBERS IK
l\.I ARY l\IcDox ALD
ELEAXOR Al\:DERMA:\
C. A. BARK HART
GERTRUDE MCGOWAX
LYNN B. MITCHELL
DAI"ID Ross BOYD
;'[AE BROWN
EDX A MOSHER
HELEX l\IURPHY
JESSIE BRYSOX
JOHX D. CLARK
. P. i\Al\l\IXGA
LENA C. CLAlJ\'E
LEONA RAILLARD
\\'ILLlA~I REED
MRS. GEO. CUXXIXGHAM
R. \\". ELLIS
R. S. ROCKWOOD
SIl'l L'EL ROSE:'\BACH
GEORGE ADLAI FEATHER
BEl\]A;lIIN SACKS
HELEX GOETZ
RALF F. GOULD

~~~~~~~:

JOHN B. BAKER
E. F. CASTETTER
F. M. DENTON
DAVID MITCHELL
ROBERT PALMER
ETHEL ERLAKDSO:\

1929-1930

MYRTLE GREE:'\FIELD
\\'ILMA L. SHELTOX
ELIZAIlETH P. SDIPSO:-1
GEORGF: \Y. ST. CLAIR
KATE ST RGEON
l\1. AXNA SWAYXE
L. S. TIRE~[AN
]. R. VAX ATTA
E. H. \YELLS
C. G. \\"OLKIXG
]. F. ZI;l[MER~IAN
ALDO K. LEOPOLD

R. H. HAXXA
B. F. HAUGHT
E. L. HEWETT
C. E. HODGI:-1
F. B. HOWDF::-1
R. \\T. JOHXSOX
YEON C. KIECli
CARRIE KING
ELF:ANOll KIXG
]. S. LANDERS
L. S. PEn:RS

e!V .~~~~"""'~

One hundred fifty-four

S,IfTl[

FREKCH

ALLEK

MITCHELL

PAU[ER
THOMAS

CARTER

HUFFINE

~'glllU ~alt
13. M. SMITH
DAVID MITCHELL.
CARL ALLEN
MILLER FRENCH

President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
HONORARY MEMBERS

JOHN D. CLARK
PHlLLIP DOKKELL

ADELBERT DIEFENDORF
ROBERT S. ROCKWOOD
FRAKK M. DENTON

JOSEPH L. BURKHOLDER
EDMU;\1D Ross

ACTIVE MEMBERS
B. W. S~IITH
DAVID MITCHELL
CARL ALLEN
MILLER FRENCH

R.

S. PALMER
GRANT A "DERSOX
PAL:L THOMAS

WILLlA~[ HUFFINE
STANLEY PELATOWSKI
RUFUS CARTER
HARRY BANGERTER

Sigma Tau was established for the purpose of recognizing scholarship, sociability, and practicality in engineering tudents. In accord with th:s purpose, a medal
is awarded each year to the regul~,rly ellrolled Freshman engineer who is highest
in scholarship. Members of Sigma Tau are chosen from the scholastic upper third
of the Jun:or and Sen'or engineering classes.
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HICKOK
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TEDFORD
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R JL'DY
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,.,. Vice-President
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, Secretary
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ACTIVE ::\IF.?!llERS
GEORGE ST, CL.\lR

C. \',

\\'ICKER

CHARLOTTE

BELLE

\\'ALKER

\' IRGIL

J LOY
J LiDY

REBECCA

~lARGARET Cox

EU\\'D1

RAY

ALICE RAY \\'ILSON

i\f ARGAIIET

TELFAIR HENIJOX

NED ELDER

VIRGL\fIA

FRED l\OHL

ROBERT PALMER

PA1,;L MASTERS

STL'ART

SXAPP

HOIYARD HL'FF~IAX
RECTOR
TEDFORU

.\Ll.iMKI MDIBERS
BJLL
RUTIl

i\IOORE
HERYEY

JACK

i\JCFARLAXIl

LEXORE PETTIT

NATHALIE CORBETT
\\'ILLIA~l I;LY;-':X
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EKDE1H.IX
. ~llTH
.\XCOX.\
Tl!O~IPSOX
CLAL'\'E
SHORTT.E
~ldl.\XI·S
1.0\'1':
\\'II-SOX
OTO:\, X ELI.
EI.I.ER

!Yo ljol VO /liD
RUTH

LOVE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . Presidellt

;\lARlAX

ELLER

_

.

Vice-President

ALICE RAY \\'lLSO!\ . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . Secretary- Treasurer

:'IEMBERS
MRS. RALPH
MRs.

L.

~IITH

B. THO~II'SON

VIRGINIA McMAN

t\ ELL

S

RHOADES

MARIA:" ELLER
RUTH Lon,

MRS. CORA FERN PIERCE

GLADYS BLACK

MARGARET SHORTL!,

MRS. EDWARD P. ANCONA

JANE MULRO:<fEY

JEFF1E SHARI'

1I[1SS lONE AITKE:"

KATHERDIE ENDERLlN

ALlCE RAY \\"LSO:-l

HOKORARY ~[H[TlERS
TS1ANI:-lA

Pa-yat-ya-mo was organized 111 ;,Iay, 1927. as the University l\Iusic Club and
had a memeI'bship of eight. In April. 1929, the club changed its name to Pa-yatya-mo, which is the name of the Indian God of mu ic. There are now fi fteen
members, and two honorary members, Tsianina and Charles \\Takefield Cadman.
The purpose of the club i to promote intere t in good music. This year
it brought Beatriz Benitez of Mexico City to .\Jbuquerque for a performance.

. 1I0RTLE
LOYE

\\'I~ IFRE]) STA :'Dll
KA THLEEK HICKOK
RUTH LOVE __ _ _ __.__
\YILMA SEELTO!\' ._

HICKOK
ELLEr:

_._
_._

.

T.\~D[

President
_ _ Secretary-Treasurer
_
__._.._
Historian
_.. _ _._. _ _._
_Sponsor

i\lE1\IBERS
MARGARET
RL-TH

SI-IORTLE

KATHLEEN

HICKOK

Lon:

MARIA NELLER
\\'IXIFREIl STA:\1 ~l

i\Iortarboard Junior was organized :i\lay 30. 1921 as an Honorary Society
for Senior women of the University of New i\Iexico. Its purpose is the promotion of scho'arship and campus activities. i\Iembers are chosen from the Junior
cia s and are rated a to campus activities. leadership. ability, and scholarship_
Three semesters of residence on the campus are required of any candidate.
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One hundred fifty-eight

ARLEDGE
S'ITART

\\'A1'50:,\
STORTZ

REIDY

51'1:'\:'\F:1'

DcGRY5E
GOOD

P.\L~[F:R

~JnIBER5
RICHARD ARLEDGE

BILL DE GRYSE

FRA 1\ K STORTZ

NEIL

RAYMOXD STUART

RUFUS STIN1\ET

WATSOX

JOH:\' REIDY

PETE GOOD

In the spring of 1923, Khatali, a senior honor society for men was established.
Since that time Khatali has honored about ten men each year with membership of
the organization, Tapping takes place each year in May and the following cr:teria
of leadership are recognized: Athletics, dramatics, publications, forensics and
scholarship,
The past year Khatali numbers among its members five athletes. three dramatists, editors of both publications. and general all-around men.
In Khatali is invested the responsibility of enforcing school trad'ton and in
assisting the nivers:ty in conducting athletic contests of a high school nature.

Quc hundrcd fifty-nine
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OfFICERS

CHARLES _,
~1ARGARET

HICK~fA

-,

, , , , ' ,Presidcnt

RECTOR

,Vice-Presidcnt

FRANK D, REEVE""

,Sccreta ry

The purpose of Pi Gamma :MlJ is the inculcation of the ideals of scholarship,
scientific attitude and method and social service in relation to all social problems
Pi Gamma Mu is not organized to oppose or advocate any particular social movement. It rather aims to instill in the mind oi the individual a scientific attitude
toward all social questions,

Its motto is: "Ye shall know the truth and truth

shall make you free,"
The New

~Iexico

Alpha chapter \\'as installed

"

~lay

1. 1928,
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DELGADO

HTLEY

ETHEL ""EAY ER
"
CATHERINE DELGADO
MONTIE MAY RILEy

"
"
".....

"
."

"
Presicknt
Vice-President
Secretary-Treasurer

This year the Independent \iVomen of the University of )Jew Mexico have
taken a very active part in all campus activities.
staffs of the Lobo and the Mirage.

They are well represented on the

Their excellent scholastic ability is shown

by the fact that several Independent women are members of the honorary fraternities, Phi Kappa Phi and Pi Gamma Mu. The Independent Women are also very
interested in the debating society. Forulll. and in the Dramafc Club. Some of the
best dramatic ability on the campus is to be found among these women.

One of

the major offices of the Student Council for the year 19.30-31 is held by a popular
member.
The organization

IS

the most outstanding of any of the women's organiza-

tions in the athletic fie:d.

The Intramural Basketball Championship was again

won by the Independent \iVomen, ane! their supremacy was further proven when
they defeated an all sorority team by a large score.
It is becoming a recognized fact that the Indepenclent vVomen will play an important part in the development of the history of the University

Qlle hUlldred
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f New Mexico.

• TL\RT

FISH

ROSE:'\\\'ALD

RAY~IOr\D

STlJART
\\·ALI)
STANLEY FISH

President
'"ice-President
ecretary-Treasurer

~[Or\T EROS E!\

The Independent men have been ri ing rapidly as a vital factor on the Univers:ty campus for the past few years and it may be said that the pa t season has been
their most succe ful one. ?\ at only are they placing men in many of the major
office but they are becoming really a ,"ita! consideration in all campus activitie ,
athletic, publications. etc. Independent men lettered in football last fall and w;ll
be back again next year. The Independent men placed Raymond Stuart in the
position of Editor of the ?\ew Mexico Lobo and he also made Theta Alpha Phi,
Pi Gamma l\1u, and Khatali. Tn the spring elections the Independents played a
very vital po ition in the way of the halance of power.
Throughout the campuses of the .\merican college and University the independent man is becoming more and more a really significant factor on campus activities. The organized men on most campuses it has been found are quite the most
powerful <Yroup politically that can he found.

The University of New Mexico

welcomes the ri ing organization.

o Ile
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CLARK

\\·.\1'50X

1\E1L WATS01\........................
. ELLIE CLARK
\\'ILLA DEAl'\E BRO\\·l'\

BRo\\':-<

.

President
Yice-President
Secretary-Treasurer

The Dramatic club fell into a lethargy this past year, not unlike many other
campus organizations. Nevertheless the club nver the past six years has been a
real succe s due in a great part to the patience of the Director of Dramatics, Dr.
t. Clair. In the fall the Dramatic club produced the play, "Mr. Lazarus" with
two performances and a double cast. Both were well received but the attendance
was so poor that the affair was not a financial success.
The second semester, however, a reorganization program was started and
everything pointed to a renewed life and activ;ty. As the result of this new program Ir. Robert Paln~er wa elected president and a committee was appointed
to lay plans for meetings, the buying of a p:n am! membership qualifications.
;\[eetings are now held every \~'-ednesclay evening with special programs prepared
by a group previously appointed.
Indications are that the Dramatic club will do a great deal toward the organization of a "Little Theater" movement on the campus.

KAY

LATHROP

lUjTH LATHHOP
RCTH KAY

~].,

__.

LO); E

.

.

_

._.

11ARIE MALONE _._ .

. __._._.

BERTHA \VALKER .

.

.

.
.

"·ALKEI{

_.
_

_..
._

President

_Vice Pres:c1ent
.._Secretary

._..

Treasurer

Akiho Club is an organization of students majoring or minoring

111

Home

EconOlll:cs. Meetings are held once a month for the discussion of current top:cs
of investigaton and to become better acquainted with the aims of the department.
Akiho Club is af filiated with the State and National Association of Home
Economics Association_
HARRIET HEI\RY

MATTIE Lou GALLAGHER

BERTHA \\. ALKER

LELA GOODART

ALICE FARRELL

ELIZABETH GREA\·ES

LY:"DA TRAYLOR

HELEX HEBER

AGI\ES HIGLEY

EDXA \\-HITE

11ARIE MALOXE

LUCILLE SHER\\·OOD

Rt:TH KAY

MABEL LEWIS

o lie
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5HA\"£R

MILLER

JACK SIMPSOK""."...
.
J. \YlLSON SHAVER............
STAN 1IILLER .. "
FRED rOl-lL.
"
"

?\OHL

President
Vice-Presidcnt
Sccretary
Business 1Ianagcr

"."

In the fall of 1929, on the recommendation of the Student Relations Committee and the Student Council it was decided to reorganize Lowell Literary Society
into a more practical body that would have as its one purpose the sponsoring of
forensic activity. A new const;tution was drawn up and the name changed to
Forum. After numerous techn:cal difficulties the society was at last recognized
and the second semester engaged in a very intensive debate schedule.
Believing that ag ood way to excite interest in a debate would be to ha\"e
the students debate themselves, a series of very successful intramural debates was
held, one league consist:ng of the fraternities and independent men and the other
of the sororities, with a cup offered for the winning of league and a final sweepstakes for the w;nner of the final debate between the winners of the two leagues.
As usual the regular intercollegiate debate chedule was sponsored.

aile hUlldred sixty-six

Using the national CJuestion, Resolved, That the Nations of the \Vorld
Should Disann Completely Except Such Forces As Are Necessary for Police
Protcetion, Forum engaged the second semester in a quite comprehensi\'e intercollegiate edbating schedule, in addition to sponsoring a series of intramurals,
\\'hich aroused no little amount of interest and competition.
The first debate of the season was against the University of Oregon, New
Mexico upholding the negative. On our team were Jack Simpson and Stanley
Ina much as the Orc"on team was complet;ng a long debating tour and
the Oregon speakers were much more expcrienced. it may be truthfully s1id that
impson and Miller did very creditably against them, de pite an unfavorable deci~Iiller.

sIan.
In the econd debate, Betty Holloman amI c.layfield. upholding the affirmative, won from the 1\ormal univer ity at Las Yega with an unanimous deci ion.
Before the evening wa over the contest was dissipated into a slaughter of rhetoric
on the part of the visitors, but the debate was li\'ely throughout.
The annual debate with the univers:ty of Arizona was held at Tuc on this
lear. Roger Ball and]. \\Tilson Shaver upheld the affirmative for New Mexico.
They put up a very good case hut were ahle to garner only one vote.
The teams were coached this year by Professor Dean n. Lyman, Jr., who in
the face of a flood of adverse criticism, worked very energetically w;th the teams.
Profe sor should be lauded cons:derably {or his ef fort and time in reorganlzlIlg
Forum and putting debating on a practical basis.

One hundred si.rt)l-seven
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RILEY
PAT:\E
ROSE
SELLt::HS
STOYER

KIRK
CL.\HK

GILBERT

BOAIW ;'[IDIBERS
BI~SSIE LEvVIS RILEy
111LDRED PAIN E
MARIE ROSE
THELMA KIRK

Pn:s;cknt
Vicc-Prcsidcnt
Secrctary
Treasurer
SPORTS LEADERS

BETH GILBERT
MARY NOONEN
DOROTHY SELLERS
NELLIE CLARK
HALDEN E STOVER

Tennis
Hiking
Basketball
Volley Ball
Hockcy

The sports sponsored by the organizat;on during the past year have been
hockey, basketball, tennis, hiking, and volley-ball. The outlook for next year promises an even greater and more varied program.
Through its increasingly interesting plan of activities, 'N. A. A. has succeeded
ill bringing to the women of the University enriching recreation, a splendid field
101' wholesome participation in dufes and pleasures, and has thus been of service
to the University.

Olle hlfndred sixty-eight

I] lell/bers
HELEX l1ARKEL

REns BAILEY
11ARTH A BARTELL

MIRIA~I MAR~IOl\

JEA~ BERRY

l1ARY MCCOKNELL

EMMA LEE BRATTON

ESHLLE McDONALD

DORIS BROOKS

MARY HELEN MCKNIGHT

OLIVE BUTLER

LEONE MlTCHELL

KATHRYc-I
NELLIE

CHILDERS

DOROTHY MORRISO"l"
MARY MOYER

CLARK

MARCELLA CLAYTON

MARY NOONE!\'

CATHERINE CLEAVES

LOL'ISE O'CONNER

EDITH

MILDRED PAREc-ITEA U

CONRAD

BETTY ANK COX

MILDRED PAYKE

FLOREl\CE CRILE

EM 1fARn; PERCE

Rl:TH DAILY

FLOREl\CE PRE~T1CE

KATHRYl\ DELGADO

PEGGY RECTOR

DOROTHY DIVER

BESSIE LEWIS RILEY

DOROTHY LATON

ALDA ROBERTS

GWE?-I ED~ICl\DS

IRDIE ROSE

ALICE FARRELL

MARIE ROSE

SARA FI?-INEY

l1ABLE SAXDOVAL

1 ARY GARDXER

CHARLIE SCOTT

BETH GILBERT

DoROTHY SELLERS

LELA

BETTY SHER~IAX

GOODART

LOCISE GOOD\\"lLL

ALICE

ELIZABETH GREAVES

11ARGARET SHORTLE

HORTLE

11AGDALEl\E GREENWALD

DOROTHY SHL"LMEISTER

HELE~ HOLBROOKS

ROBERTA SPURGEON

JEAN HA?-ISOK

DOROTHY STENGLE

MILDRED HARDIK

JEAK STIRRAT

VIOLA HAYS

HALDAKE STOVER

HELEN HEBER

AN 1'1 ABELLE STUART

DOROTH Y HENSEN

DOROTHY SUGGS

ESTFLLE HOGGINS

RUTH TAYLOR

NELL HILL

MARGARET THOMPSON

BETTY JOHNSON

CHARLOTTE BELLE
\\'ALKER

RUTH KEEL
THEDIA KIRK

JOSEPHINE \VATSON

OLIVE LA~lB

ETHEL \VEAVER

ELZADIE LEESE

MARGARET \ \' HIT MORE

:MARGARET LIVIXGSTOX

JOSEPHIXE \\'ILLIAMS

MAXIXE LO\"ELACE

MARY JASE \\'ILLIA11S

LOREXF. 11 ALOXE

FA~~IF. BELLE \YITTWER
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R. C. REINDORP
ANITA AyALA
GRACE RICE

President
Vice-President
Secretary- Treasurer

This club was organized originally for the purpose of promoting an interest
111

things Spanish, to give practice in speaking the language to those who are

studying the subject, to acquaint the people as well as the students w;th Spanish
art, culture, and customs.
production.

It has also attempted to give practice in Spanish play

This year the same constitution and aims have been upheld and practiced with
the addition of an attempt to create a feeling of co-operation and friendliness between the University and the Spanish-.\mericans of the city w;th some degree
of success.

The meetings were held every two weeks with a program lasting

usually about an hour and a half comprising lectures by authorities; Spanish songs
and dancing; short plays and Spanish games varied with the learning of popular
Spanish songs. An assembly program was presented successfully and an entertainment was broadcasted over KGGM during one of their regular Friday evening
Spanish Half Hours. The club has been marc active this year than at any other
time in the past and has made a place for itself upon the University Campus.
The sole requirement for membership to El Cil'Culo Espanol is an interest
in the subject regardless of the point of view.

1\01'

was membership limited to any

particular class, Freshmen as well as graduates were welcome to come as they chose.

o lie

llUl1d1'ed seventy
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The \\"omen" Chont ha an cnrQllmcnt of fifty vOICes and has done very
laudable work this year. They have appeared on various occasions before ci vic
organizations and many times at the l ni versity.
In the Spring Music Festival with the Men's Chorus and the Orche tra,
Duelley Buck's dramatic cantata, "The Legend of Don Munio," will be presented.
C;olo parts will be taken by Miss Mary .Helen McKnight, soprano, and Miss Barhara Eller. mezzo-soprano, who will receive special training from Mrs. Ralph
Smith, voice teacher of the Music Department. Mrs. Grace Thompson is directing the entire musicale which \\·ill be produced in May.

~~~~~~~. . ~fr~~~~~~..;..-<>
Olle hUlldred sC'i!ellt)'-two

Since 1920 the Chorus has been one of the mo t active and successful organizations on the campus. It is composed of thirty good voices, most of whom
have had previous chorus training. They have made frequent appearances on
the regular University Assembly programs and before different organizations
ill the city.
Under the able direction of Mrs. Grace Thompson the best talent has
cultivated. In connection with the vVomen's Chorus and the Orchestl-a,
are to present "The Legend of Don Munio," by Dudley Buck, in May. Mr.
lyn Davies, tenor; Mr. Howard Huffman, baritone, and Mr. Je'an Edwards,
have been assigned solo roles.

Olle hUlIdred sevcl1f'y-fhrcc
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The Uni"ersity Orchestra under the leadership of Mrs. Grace Thompson is
composed of twenty-fi"e accomplished musicians.
the air on

KGG~I.

They haye appeare,! over

and play at all Uni,'ersity programs,

An important part will be played by the orchestra in the Cantata, "The Legcnd of Don M unio." by Dudley Buck, The Orchestra has well fulfilled its twofold purpose: to gi"e to its hearers the world's finest music and the cultivation
of an appreciation of music a an end, and to give its members actual practice
in tcchnique and understanding of music.

:·.i.

~~
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As the climax of the musical work of the year the Univer ity Spring Festival is held. In 1929 the combined choruses, men and women, presented Charles
\\ akefield Cadman's "Father of \Vaters," a dramatic cantata for mixed voices.
orchestra and soloists. The school was further honored as the composer, Mr.
Cadman, was presen: at the production and took part presiding at the piano, and
was very pleased with its successful production. The demand for another program was so great that it was produced later in Roswell, Mr. Cadman agalll
heing present.
Several internationally known musIc publications, The Musical Courier,
The Musical \Vest, and the widely read Oliver Ditson magazine catTied interestlI1g articles and photograps praising this "finished production."
The success of this production is largely due to the keen interest and untiring effort on the part of Mrs. Grace Thompson, the head of the Music Dep<1rtment. Mrs. Thompson's finished art not only places her high in the musical
world, but serves as an inspiration to all her students.

Olle hUlldred sevellty-five

DAVIES

STORTZ

TIlO,\1J:>SOI\

HCFFMAN

READ

The Quartet is composed of Merlyn Davies, first tenor; Frank Stortz, second tenor; Howard Huffman, baritone, and Tom Lawson, an accomplished bass,
has taken the place of Tom Reid, who left school. Mrs. Grace Thompson is the
popular and accomplished director and accompanist.

01\

Under the auspices of the Extension Department the Quartet has appeared
the University Lyceum Course in seventeen different towns throughout the

c;tate. Press notices from all sections of the state acclaim them as an outstandinti musical organization. At the special request of Governor Dillon, the Quartet
has rendered selections on programs when he has made speeches.
The organization has been very popular and very active in presenting the
L niversity to the people of the state.

Olle hUlldred
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CO~IPAXY

D, 120111 EXGlXEERS

Company D, l20th Engineers, X. ~I. K. G.. was transferred to the niversity
from Las Cruces on March 2, 1928, and was organized with fifty-seven members.
Since then the enrollment has grown to about seventy men, most of whom are regularly enrolled students in the University.
Drill is every Thursday afternoon frol11 four to five o'clock at the University.
The Company is taken to summer camp at Las Vegas the first two weeks in June
where the men get some regular army training and experience. Due to the fact
that last year was the:r first at camp the University men did not take any prizes in
competitive drill, but th:s year it will doubtless be a different story as the Company
can now be said to be made up of fairly well seasoned men.
The national inspection was held on i\ pril the twenty-eighth when Lieutenant
Cruse came up and put the Company through its paces. Inspection went off fairly
well with the exception of a few instances, but up to the time the book went to press
no report on our rating had been received,
Enlistment is not compulsory, but the Company gives opportunity for the study
of military science and the participation in military activities to those who are
in terested.
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CHILDERS
\'ALGRT
SHAT1TCK
CLARK
CLARK
G1BSOX
HOBBS
KOCH
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S HIIVER
PA VL MASTERS
M ARY CHILDERS
JET1-1 RO V 1\ UGHT..
FLOYD S H1\TTl-CK

Ed i tor - i n -Ch ie f
Composition Editor
Art Editor
Sports EDITOR
Senior Editor

H L-L!I1\ HORRS __ -------------------------------------J unior Editor
J" y KOCH
Sophomore Editor
LI-:RoY GIRSOX
Freshman Editor
eYRE x II 17 ERREE.
Calendar
~IARY ELIZABETH FREXCH
_
); ELLIE CLARK
_
V AX CLARK.
_
JEA:\' MCGILLI\'ARY_______________________
CLARISSA BEZE~I EK
_
G II ACE ROllINSON
_
\AT ILLADENE BROIVN
_

J.

\!\TILSON SHAVER
Editor-in-Chief

011e It ltl1dred eighty

Campus Editors

DAILY

ED'.:C:'\DS
:lIlLLER
BRO\\':'\
HE"DON
IlOLLO:lI"':,\
BEZE:lIEK
BUWELL
ROSE)lWALD
ClSCO
BERKOWITZ

LA\\'50:,\
lJISBEE

1930

1'.

HECTOR MOAR

ROBERT CISCO
STA:\LEY MILLER

.

Busincss Managcr

Assistant Business Manager
Sales Manager

TELFArR HENDON

_

MONTE ROSENWALD

\,V ALI.ACE BISBEE

_
_

JAMES BEZEMEK__________________
TO~I LA \\- SON
_
\VOODLEAF BROWN

_

REUBEN

_

RUT H

BiCRKO\VITZ

D AIL Y

G\\-E:\DOLYN EDMUNDS

Advcrtising Salesmcn

)

(

BETTY HOLL01~Al'L-------------(
GEORGIA B URDLLL

J

Book SaleslVomen

T. HECTOR MOAR
Dus:ncss Manager
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lU\ Y STUART_________________________
NED ELDER
Assistant
STAN MILLER
News
WILSON COCHRANE
Sports
DARLENE ANDERSON Feature

Editor
Editor
Editor
Editor

Editur in Chid
VAN CLARK
Literary Editor
WILLADEANE BROWN _ Society Editor
PHIL LEE
Colu111nist
ANNABELLE STUART, Exchange Editor

NEWS STAFF

MAYNOR FAY MCGEE

LEROY GIBSON

CLARISSA BEZE:lIEK
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In the pages that follow you will see the
advertisements of AlbuCJuerque merchants
who support your University. In return
they solic:t your patronage. As you read
the razz section we urge you to observe the
advertisements as well, in order that you
may acquaint yourself with all the firms that
make this book possible with their cheerful
subscriptions to this goodwill advertising.
\Nhen you have something to buy. remember
them, for they have not forgotten you.
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G-{ The Store Built for You }8
Text Books

Drug Sundries

Engineering Supplies

Stationery

Classroom Accessories

Kodaks

Sporting Equipment

LUNCHEONETTE and FOUNTAIN SERVICE
~

Strong's Book Store
Main Store

Just Across from "U"

316 West Central

I9 10 East Central

One hundred eight31-si.r

Sept. lO-ll-The hall of learning are again opened to those seeking higher
knowledge and other things.
Sept. 12-Classes begin and the main event is on.
Sept. 12-Incidentally, the sororities are rushing-of course, you hadn't noticed it.
Sept. 13-And the mad rush continues-don't crO'wd, girls; you'll all get at least
one cute one.
Sept. 14--\Ve're still chasing those darling Freshmen.
Sept. IS-Hart, Shaffner, and Marx attend the Bid Day Teas.
traditional Sig. tricycles?

Where are the

Sept. 19-The faculty goes picnicing.
Sept.20-President Zimmerman and the faculty receive the student body in the
gymnasIum.
Sept. 21- IIortarboard impresses the Freshmen women with a luncheon at the
Yorkley.
Sept. 23-Independent \\'omen drink tea in

ara Raynolds Hall.

r;}FJl Message to
University Men and Women
Past, Present and Future
For so many years that most of you will not remember when they began,
Matson's has tried to render a very special £ervice to students of U.
N. M. We have tried to carry everything you need for study and for
play. And in 1928 we opened our branch at the University for your
convenience. In the Mirage this year we want to thank you for your
business, to say that we appreciate it, and to pledge you that we will
give you the best service which can be given in the future. Studentsold, regular or new-are always welcome at Matson's.

MATSON'S
206 WEST CE 'TRAL

1810 E. CENTRAL
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Sept. 24-The ~ eniors do a little electing-Floyd Shattuck will pilot this select
group the coming year.
Sept. 25-In like manner, the Juniors ballot; Riley wins.
Sept. 26-The Sophomores go in for bigger and better men and elect Maurice
Lipp for their guiding light.
Sept. 27-The Mirage giyes its annual Popularity Rail, and a darling Blonde carries off the honors.
Sept. 28-Kappa Alpha installs, banquets, and dances. Congratulations, boys;
here's to you.
The Lobos trounce the Freshmen in a pre-season game.
Sept. 29-Phil Lee daintily serves cigars at the Sigma Chi Smoker.
Oct.

2-Rita Dilley honors the campus with a visit.

Oct.

~-The

Oct.

:i-The Lobos win from the cw Mexico Miners-without a doubt.
Sigma Chi Informal Dance at the ranch-no casualties reported,
Chi Omega Fall Eleusinian celebrated with a picnic in Bear Canyon.

Oct.

6-Chi Omega entertains Kappa Alpha.

Alpha Delta Pis giye a tennis dance. \Vhat a racket.

Phone 343

Shufflebarger Transfer &
Storage Cotnpany
"SERVICE"

120~ 122 John Street

Albuquerque, New Mexico
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Plumbing and Heating Materials
VALVES -

PIPE -

FITTINGS

F or Domestic and Industrial Use

Crane..O'Fallon Company
Denver, Colo.
ALBUQUERQUE
NEW MEX.
EL PASO
TEXAS
PUEBLO
COLO.
GRAND JUNCTION COLO.
CASPER
WYO.
Crane Branches in all Principal Cities
Visit our Exhibit Room. 612 N. First St.. Albuquerque. N. M.

Springer Transfer Co., Inc.
117 E. Tijeras

Day, Night and Sunday
Baggage

Ser~ice

NEW STORAGE WAREHOUSE
Phone 48

In Business Since 1902

OUC hundrcd lliucf'';'

Oct. 100The football team g-i\'es the 1'. A. T. a break and leaves by air for Los
ngeles.
Oct. II-The Mirage taft pre ents a dance and report of the game with Occidental. (\"here wa the gridograph?)
Oct. 12-lndependent \\'omen do some high stepping in Rodey Hall.
Mortarboard gi \-es a benefit I)ridge. (H ope they don't pread the fever).
Jet. I..J.-The Kappas gather round the banquet board to celebrate Founder's
Day.
Oct. IS-Alpha

hi al

0

honors its founders.

Oct. 16---The Smallman a Capella Choir entertains us.
Oct. 19-Mortarboard lunches the Senior women, and I don't know why.

..

Oct. 20-Phi Mu officially open the ne\v mansion.

o 't. 25~The'Dormit~r;'Girlies

entertain ill the parlor.

Oct. 26-Alpha Delta Pi rakes in the pesos

q.t -Lhe~[J3enefit

Bridge.

Oct. 30-"Dr. Lazanl " is presented at the K imo-let's have more Jack
sons.
Oct. 31-\\'e are host to the
step, teacher .

T

Imp-

lIex. Educational \ sociation; watch your

Compliments of the

Albuquerque Gas and
Electric Company
Phone 98

"At Your Service"

Olle hUlldred 'I1illct3'-OIlC

Who Banks at Your Bank?
Who are the people you see being served at the
other windows in your bank?
There is prestige-and security-in an account
with this strong institution-which has Capital,
Surplus and Profits of over $300,OOO.OO-since its
service is approved by the most conservative judgments in the community. Checking Accounts welcomed-4 % paid on Savings.
..... I:

CO~Il• ..A\NT
FIRST' SA'YJNG,SB-&"VB
I AND TIlmS'

Albuquerque, N. M.

Compliments
of the

Southern Union Gas Cornpan-g
Furnishing New Mexico with
Natural Gns

Olle lllflldl'ed 1Iillef)'-fwo

I 0\".

I-Our little Tommie. leads us in a snake dance.
Sigma Phi Epsilon has to have founders celebration too.
Mis Marie ?\lontana gives a concert complimentary to the N. M. E. A.

Nov. 2-The Pike Brotherhood get together for a good old fashioned formaland morning came.
No\". 7-\I\'ell. it's snowing-where are your goloshes?

No\'. 8-Beta Sigs put over a Kid Party.
Nov. 9-Phi Mus turn the Country Club into a i\Jontc Carlo.
0\'.

II-Strip drops Psychology with an F.
Carlisle Gym is dedicated.

No\'. I5-Prof. Denton tell us \\'hy the Sea is Boiling l-Iot.
Sissy Sig Ep Bridge Party.
No\". I6-The Kappas come to light with a formal.
No\'. 22-\\'e show the grads a real pep meeting.
No\'. 23-1-1ome Coming Game Celebration:
1 :30 P. M.-Parade.
2 :30 P. M.-Arizona \\'iJdcats \·s. New Mexico Lobos.
6 :30 P. M.-Alumni Banquet.
8 :30 P. M.-Student Body Dance.
Then came the dawn.

The Diatnond Coal Co.
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Miners and Shippers

Diamond Gallup Coal
Domestic and St~am

MINES AT GALLUP, NEW MEXICO

Olle hlllldred lIillct'y-thrce

~ou can always

®epend on

JUST BETTER-THAT'S ALL

This service has proven its value to those whom we have served. Two of
the three flying ambulance calls we have answered since November 6th were
emergency calls and in both instances a life was saved.
A telephone call or wire will bring the Blakemore- Exter Flying Ambulance to
your field with the least possible delay. 'vVe will be glad at any time to explain
this service to you for your consideration.

HI..-".K':Mon':.':XT.:n
Flying Ambulance
216 South Arno Stre£t

Hortuilry
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Olle !Iulldr('d lIill('fY-folfr

Motor Ambulance

Phone 232

Nov. 27-Kappa Alphas go to the movie.
Nov. 28-Thanksgiving Day.
Lobos tie Lombard.
Sigma Chi Struggle. (Can't say what the girls were thankful for.)
ov.29-Kappa Sigma Conclaye Dance; all injured recovering.
Ambassador Houghton lectures on l'oreign Policies.
Dec.

I-Christmas is a comin'.

Dec.

5-The illustrious Phi Kappa Phis initiate and banquet.

Dec.

6-Heaven help our pocketbooks; another benefit bridge-by Independent \Vomen.

Dec.

7--Dance of the Forty Thieye , and representatives, by Sig Eps.

Dec. lO-Kappa Sigma Founders Day Banquet.
Dec. I2-Beta Sigma Omicron Founders Day Banquet.
Dec. I3-Alpha Delts give sumptuous Crystal Ball.
Dec. I4-Futuristic Formal by Chi Omegas (and Kappa Alphas).
Dec. I7-Football team leaves Emily Post with the soup, and enjoys the rest of
the banquet.

Valliant Printing Co.
I

J

COR P 0 RAT E D

208 West Gold Ave.

Better Work-All the Time

Olle hUlldred 1I;lIcfY-fi'vc

E. J. Mi\RCHANT
General. Contractor
Albuquerque, New Mexico

EDWARD LEMBKE

CHARLES

Edward

Lembl~e

Albuquerque, New Mexico

LF,MBKE

& Co.

General Contractors
324 N. Third St.

H.

Dec. 19-5tudent Body Christmas Party. As usual the Kappa Sig Kiddies carry
off the prize, but who cares?
Dec. 20-Alpha

hi \Vinter Formal.

Dec. 21-Kappa Sigma Dance-you'll ha\'e all \'acation to recuperate.
Holiday reces begins.
Jan.

6-Recess is over. and the grind begins again.

Jan.

9-Theta Alpha Phi IJresents The \\-ild Duck.

Jan. 10-Pi K A.'s

turn

Chink and another Hi Jinks is a part of history.

J an. II-Sigma Chi recover and stagger th rough a formal.
Jan. 13-Koshare Mummers present The Star of Madrid over K G. G. M.
Jan. 15-Freiburg Passion Play.
J an. IE-Basketball season opened with Lobo \'s. Sport Shop Five.
Jan. 13-24-Closed Season.
Jan. 20-24-\\'e wade through e '2ms.
Jan. 28-29-Registration.
Feb.

2-Chi Omega Open House.

Feb.

7-London String Quartet Recital.

The Southwestern Sash U Door Co., Inco
SPECIAL MILL WORK. PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS
PREMIER BUILT-IN WOODWORK
ANDERSEN WINDOW AND DOOR FRAMES
CELOTEX INSULATION. LIBBEY-OWENS SHEET GLASS
Albuquerque. New Mexico
Phoenix & T ucwn. Arizona

E1 Paso. Texas

\"------

The DIETER Bookbinding Company
LIBRARY BOOKBINDERS
LIBRARY
MAGAZINE
SCHOOL TEXT BOOKS
AND ART BINDINGS

ESTABLISHED 1893
_
':"

I,

1130 23RD
STREET
DENVER,
COLORADO
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EUGENE

Albuquerque Ice
Company

PERMANE T WAVING

Station

Plants

Phones 327-57

Let Us Be Your lee Man
INSULATED TRUCKS

a
Service -

FRANCISCAN
Beauty Shoppe

806 S. 2nd St.

502 . 2nd St.
600 Commercial

I
I

All Branches

I·

Beauty Culture by

I

Expert Operators

1

MARGARET MALONEY

\

Franciscan Hotel

MELTING

Quality -

Phone 1155

Full Weight

University
Phartnacy

Aztec Fuel Co.
AZTEC

GALLUP

.. The Store of Service"

HAGAN
Drugs.
Johnston

Sundries.
and

Toilet

Whitman

COAL

Goods
Candies

Fountain Service

MOUNTAIN WOOD

Prescriptions our Specialty
Phone 251

Free Delivery
Corner Central and Cornell

Qlle hlflldred lIillcl)'-eig!lt

Feb.

S-Hell Week Hop-Sig Ep Pledges; nuff said.

Feb. I2-The Lobos show DePaul U. how to play real basketball.
Feb. 13-The Arizona Glee Club Concert.
Feb. I4-Chi Omegas drink tea and dance to honor St. Valentine.
The Kappa Sigs must haye their fun too.
Feb. IS-The Alpha Delta Pis hop to the tunes of their hearts.
Feb. IS-University Assembly Dance.
Feb. 2I-Co-ed Dance; the Cox sisters put on an act.
I'eb. 22-vVashington's Birthday-Panhellenic gets patriotic and gives a dance.
Feb. 2S-Memorial Services for Dr. Charles Coan.
Mar.

I-The Mirage Beauty Queens are picked.

Mar.

2-The Dormitory Girls hold open house.

Mar.

3-Pi Kappa Alpha Founders Day Banquet.

Mar.

4-Phi Mu also honors its founders.

Mar.

S-The University's oldest grad, Dr. Douglas Johnson, visits us.

l\lar.

6-The faculty show us how it's done at their Minstrel Show.

We Wash in Soft Water

Sanitary
Laundry
700 North Broadway
Albuquerque, New Mexico

P. F. McCanna, Inc.
Established 1888

Bonds
Insurance
Real Estate

We will give your laundry our
personal attention

Money to Loan

RUTLEDGE BROS. and
L. T. SHIRLEY

Phone 804

114 So. Second

Glle hundred ninety-nine

Phones 642-643

The University
Albuquerque,
ACADEMIC YEAR, 1930-1931
June 9-10
Registration, Summer Session
August 2
Summer Session Ends
September 11-1 5
Freshman Week
September 15
Registration, Freshmen, First Semester
September 16
Registration, Other Students
December 20~January 5
Christmas Recess
February 3-4
Registration, Second Semester
June 8
Commencement

T7l'O

hlll/drcd

of N ew Mexico
New Mexico
College of Arts and Sciences
College of Engineering
College of Education
Graduate School
Summer Session
Extension Division
Field Schools
State Public Health Laboratory
Expenses reasonable, with adequate

dormi~

tory 2nd dining hall facilities for both men
and women.
For catalog or other information, address:
The Registrar
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque, N. M.
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A lesson more vital than
Gn].l
].lour

I

].lou ma].l

learn

Quality Togs

in

classroom, is this-

C0[

It Pays
to Play

Clothing and Furnishings

tv

for the
Young Man
Style

Weare prepared to outfit

Service

you for any sport.

Satisfaction

l'

SOUTHWESTERN
SportingGoods Store

i

Iggy Mulcahy

Homer 1. Spitzmesser
117 \\'. Central

U. N. M. '27

Albuquerque, N. 11.

Xext to Combs Hotel

I

I

~

---.)

r

r

Albuquerque
Mortgage Co.

Chet Williams

College
Inn

300 West Gold Avenue

REAL ESTATE AND
LOANS

"e ollegiate

Hangout"

HOT PLATE LUNCH

6% Investment

SODA FOUNTAIN

Certificates
Just off the Campus
Fire and Casualty Insurance

Very much the center of things

E. N. BOuLE, Pres.

Meet the Bunch

R. H. KIRK, Sec.-Treas.
.~

Two hundred two

~

Jar.

7-The Independent :'Ien give a real dance.

Mar. I4--The Engineers have their day; it' rumored that they gave a dance.
~rar.

IS-The Kappa Sig Senior go slumming in the haunts of their lower clas
brothers and think they're having a big time.

Mar. 22-A nice, quiet

igma Chi Dance.

Mar. 28-Independent '\'omen Dance.
Mar. 29-Kappa Alpha Dance.
Apr.

I-N. 1ex. Aggie Glee Club Concert.

Apr.

4--Bonelli Concert.

Apr.

S-Everybody's doing it:
Kappa Kappa Gamma Installation Banquet.
Chi Omega Founder Day Banquet.
" lpha Chi Omega Informal Dance.

Apr. II-The Sig Eps cut some caper.
Apr. I2-Dormitory Girl Dance.
Apr. I7-The

tudent Body again gi\'es a black and blue celebration.

Apr. I8-Pi Kappa Alpha

It Pays

to

pring Formal.

Buy Genuine

The

FORD PARTS

Strong Mortuarg

DO 'T gamble when you
buy Ford parts. Get the
genuine-the same goed
parts from which your car
was originally assembled.
Then you are sure of satisfaction. See us for the
big and little jobs and for
ciling and greasing. We'll
keep your car like new.

Established 1882

Our Service
Excels

HARRY O. STRONG
OREN W. STRONG
Directors

l

2 1 I orth Second Street
Albuquerque, . M.

Fulwiler Motor Co.
600 W. Central Ave.

Phone 750

I
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Apr. 18-19-Spring Recess.
Apr. 22-Sigma Chi Founder Day Banquet.
pI'. 2S-The Kappas again come out of their shells and g-ive a dance.
Apr. 26-Alpha Delta l'i Dance.
May

I-Faculty Party.

1\[ay

2-Alpha Chi Dance.

May

3-The Phi :'1u also go stepping.

1ay

9-\\'e Juniors treat the honorable Seniors.

May 100Chi Omega Formal.
Student Body Strut.
lay II-Kappa Alpha Picnic.
Sigma Chi :'lother' Day Tea.
1\Iay IS-Alpha Delta Pi Founders Day Banquet.
Alpha Chi Omega In tallation Banquet.
May 16-Sigma Chis have to dance again.

Custom
Eight

Standard

Eight

Lower Prices

"Sl:y/e A/llJIa:ys"

Packard Motor Cars

Roland Sauer and
Company
Smart Clothes for the

~

University Girls

Fifth St. and Gold A\'e.
I 09 South Fourth Street
Albuquerque, New Mexico

T1l'O hUlldred five

PURDY'S

Brook_s Studio

Milk and Honey

BREAD

Moved 10
Our Beautiful New Location

IS

The Toast of
The West
709 West Central Ave.

Hardware
Paint -

Wall Paper -

Shades

Floor Coverings
China Ware -

The Pacific Mutual Life
Insurance Company
ALLEX BRCCE, 11anager
-108 First Xatl. Bank Bldg.
Albuquerque, X. ~I.

The Sale of Life Insurance
offers to University graduates an opportunity to put to practical and profitable use their University training.

Gifts

Electrical Supplies

\\'e have sales opportunities for
young men of courage, ambition, integri ty and perseverance.

J. ICorber & CO.
Korber Block

The following University and ExUniversity student's are making good
in our organization.
:\lIen Bruce. U.X.1l. '17. ~Ianager
George Bryan, 1.jS.~l. '23, Asst, 1Jgr.
Dick Bruce, U.N.AI. '23, pecial Agt.
Robert Bruce. C.X.~l., '3-1, Book-kpr.

I
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May I7-Beta Sigma Omicron Dance
Lobo _ taff Feed.
1ay I8-29-Closed

ea on.

May 24-29-Examinations.
May 30-Memorial Day.
June

I-Baccalaureate _ ervice .

June

2-Commencement Exercises.
Adio.

!

ChristenAuto
Supply Co.
TIRES - TUBES - GAS - OIL
TIRE REPAIRING
Phone 727

Ives
Greenhouses

332 N. 3rd St.

L. B. Putney
Incorporated

Cut Flowers
Corsage Bouquets and
Plants of all
kinds
Greenhouse display up-town.
Exclusive Distributors
218 W. Central
Phone 733-J

91 2 s. 4th St.
Phone 733-W

I

HU T'S FA CY FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES
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The Matthew
Dairlj
Established 1894

Pasteurized and
Raw Milk and
Cream

--~

t'

\1

MATTHEW'S
ICE CREAM

'0'Istn'b utDrs GD.
New MexIco
Incoq:orated

Steel Building
Specialties
TELEPHONE 4-2-0

~

Phone 1129

Wright Bldg.

f'-~~-~~-~~\

CHICAGO
COLLEGE OF BEAUTY
Teaching All Branches of
BEAUTY CULTURE
218-219 Rosenwald Bldg.
Phone 1O.J7
Albuquerque, N. M.

$5

Permanent Waves
Not given by students

$5

Ask Us
About Our
Home Financing
Plan

SUNSHINE
THEATRE
VITAPHONE - MOVIETONE
TALKING PICTURES

"e onsistently

the Best"

]. C. BALDRIDGE
LUMBER CO.

T7l'O Ii IIlldrrd eight

sigma chi i. e.,
SIMPLE CHUMPS
Founded-? Number of chapters: Eighty-two too many.
National Publication, "Bull-it-out." Color: Yellow.
This bunch of tin horns get their name because they think they really
amount to something on the campus. They always show their freshmen to the
sorority houses but never have to show them the way out and home again.
They have a very successful rushing system, inasmuch as the only man of sigma
chi material that they missed this year was Franklin Rixey. Vve are told that
these boys have a social standing on the campus but we are not prepared to
make any definite statements.
£ter a thorough investigation of this bunch of
eggs we find them spoiled and unfit for publication.

pi kappa alpha i. e.,
PUTRID KIND OF ASSES
Founded by mistake. Numper of chapters:
at a hundred, praise Allah.
National Publication: "The Strayed Pledge." Color: Faded two years ago.
The Pikes did not have anyone on the H. A. teams this year because of the
new ruling against professionals. It is a good thing the e boys had a good big
house this year and a couple of motors or they would have been cast into complete oblivion. (They are not quite that yet.) It is rumored that the Pikes

~~Wardmont"

Suits

for the

Discriminating Young Man
Hand tailored by a foremost-maker whose
name ~s a byword for STYLE. Five precisely right models. . . -.
conservative, doublebreasted, University
styles in woolens it
tak~s $50 to buy
EXTRA PANT~ S6.00
"
elsewhere. .

$33 50 ,
•

~

'-4

\ ~
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The
Bartley Shop

ew Mexico's
Best
Ii

@tr~

COllstalltl')' ill Touch IFith !l/e
Style Cellters

II
"Sen',:II(j Your Food If/hillf is
QUI'

Pleasure"

And bringing the Smartest
l' f odes of every season to

the College Maid,

109-111 X, 4th St. ,\Ibuquerque

309 \\ , Central :\venue
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(JAKLAND
"\'" 8

Smart

(;eneral ~Iotors
Lowest Priced
Eight

for the Co-ed

"Superior Performance"

Gu~

A. Smith, Inc.

416-418 \\', Copper Ave,
Albuquerque

ew :\Iexico

Phone .+91

PO TIAC

BIG

Togger~

IX

Two lllf1/dred te1/

With a chic that will enhance her charm.
that will
heart.

At a price
gladden her

built the new house to accomlllodate both girls who will be at the next dance.
They eat in the ba ement. we are told, in an effort to get down with their social
and intellectual level. The authorities are considering throwing thi bunch off
the campus for lowering the standard of the Greek fraternity.

kappa sigma i. e.,
KI D.\ SOBER
Founded through double distilling. Number of chapters not known but it
i reputed that they are ab ut to lap the SiO"s. Ivreeting place: Sigma Chi attic.
Flower: Grapefruit (every morning).
All pledges are required to keep half drunk becau e if they ever found out
what kind of a lodge they were about to become a member of they would either
comlllit suicide or leave school.
0 more town boy
have been pledged but
Brother Milner can be blamed for that. About all these boys can claim on the
campus i that they are members of the student body. Brother Miller in his
Lobo column claims he is going to start an honor y tem of his own but to get
the whole-hearted support of the chapter he will have to get them to all go into
seclusion. The boy ha\'e forty-nine pictures in the Mirage Kappa Sig page,
110 repeats. Brother Thomas reports that he is proud of all the boys.

Hahn Coal Compan~
Phone 91

Gallup, Cerrillos and Anthracite Coal
Split Wood, Fireplace Logs and Kindling
Coke and Lime
J

T1C rO
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The
Corset and Lingerie
Shop

There is always a Best Place for
Varsity Students to

Get Dolled Up

HOSIERY

Our work is better because we try

READY-TO-WEAR

to please.

COATS

0

SUITS

Varsitq Beautq Parlor &
Barber Shop

CATHERINE HILL

At Your Door
105 S. Harvard
HENRY N. DAVIS, Prop.

302 W. Gold Ave.
Albuquerque, N. M.
..i
~
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I
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Telephone

"Better Service"

862

I
I

:~~
1\~~~~

Albuquerque
ational Trust and

w. H. PICKETT, Sec'y

& Mgr.

Insurance, Real Estate

Savings Bank

and Loans

~

II
I

305 W.

I

~
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Gold Ave., Albuquerque, N. M.

I

..i

sigma phi epsilon i. e.,
SOME PEOPLE ESPECIALLY
Pounded at: (That is part of the ritual). 1 umber of chapters: More than
you would suspect. Flower: Lily of the lie)'. Motto: Grab a Good Man.
The Sig Ep boys mO\'ed this year for no rea on at all that we see, except
that they are trying to dog the steps of the Pi Kappa Alpha's. (Poor things.)
They have not been ashamed of Brother Russell all year, but are trusting that
he will be able to hold up his popularity with the women until he graduates.
These boys think they are a bunch of politicians, but since Brother Burns' absence have not had anyone to brag up their demerits to the student body. It is
true that they could look for better days but not for worse, because they have
them right now. They never find fault with any member unless he refuses to
wear the badge.

kappa alpha i. e.,
KOU TRY ACCIDE TS
Founded by mistake, but ha\'e not realized it. Number of chapters: One
too many on thi campu. Motto: Every man ,"ote for George.
ational Publication: 1930 Mirage (this year).
This bunch of boy got on the campus the same way the rest of us did except they were a little late in getting a national. It is better to have landed a

Chester T. French

Braeburn
University
Clothes

Advocate of

ATHLETICS

for

and

Young
Men

SCHOLARSHIP

MEYER & MEYER

Albuquerque, N. M.

~-""~~~~~~~~~
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I Bezemek Dairy

w. L

I

A University Booster
PURE MILK AND CREAM
of our own production

Hawkins

The Service Grocer
Authorized Agents for Battle Creek
Sanitarium Health Food
CENTRAL AVENUE
AT FIFTH STREET

Phone 1046. Albuquerque, N. M.

PHONE 393-394
r--::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~,"1

Imperial Laundr"'.:)
Compan"'.:)

Hall's Pharmacy
QUALITY
SERVICE
SATISFACTION
Is a Part of Each Purchase

"Albuquerque's Finest"

Free Delivery
Phone I 2 I

Second and Gold

I

Phone
146-1 47- 148

1

~~..l-~~..l
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Excelsior
The Solt Water

Laundr"'.:)

322 First National Bank Bldg.

Phone 177

Office 1099

Res. 2862-W
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Charlie's Pig Stand
BARBECUE SANDWICHES
BEEF AND PORK
Try Them-l Oc

T IDa-minute Service

, ROSENWALD'S 11

EL~~~v:t:~ve;~ORE

I

You Save the Dollars
Second Floor - Rosenwald Building
At the Elevator Door
-~~::::::::~~::::::::~~~..l
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chapter of Kappa Alpha, than to have never given up the reputation of being
a fair local. For the benefit of those who doubt the existence of this lodge, just
ask any Chi Omega or bootlegger. The history of the International is interesting inasmuch as they have had a strugale for existence from being kicked
out of the Casa so often for eating garlic. That is one reason they live 0 far
from the campus. They came to the campus with the idea of taking it by storm
and in some respect they did. They pledged a man last semester because he had
laryngiti and could not ay "no," and had a tiff neck and could not shake his
head.

Beta Sigma OmicronLadies and gentlemen. on the right. the Beta Sigma house. The only complaint to make here is that they won't pay their telephone bills. It i rumored
that the member pay rent direct to Royal mith. their pride and joy, who beat
the l,appas at their own game and wrested a Sigma Chi pin from the Great ~loss
man. who ha no\\" become the patron aint of thi sewing circle. The aristocrats
of the campus. too lazy to work, too proud to beO" and too conceited to recognize
their own faults.

Many students of the "u" each year attend the Albuquerque Business
College. Many are able. through the training received. to help pay their way
through College. Stenographic Training is a great assistance to the student in
the lecture room.

Member cf Na:ianc.l hssociaiion of Accredited Cc.mi11erc,al Schools

ew

e '"ico -Arizona W 001 Warehouse
United States Bonded Wool Warehouse
Wool Commission Merchants
Dealers in Hides and Skins

516-522 North First St.
Albuquerque. New Mexico
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Co.

P. O. Box 493

LOBOS

Dance Programs and Party Invitations for Fraternities. Sororities,
and other Student Body Activities,
Printed or Engraved.

\\"e are for you all the while.
~Iay you grow to be as big as
the biggest

Hutchinson Fruit Co.
ALBUQUERQUE
Santa Fe

Las Vegas

Lewis Printing Co., Inc.

I

205 E. Central Ave.

Phone 486

~

~

ESTABLISHED 1884

!(i Mo Theatre

Albuquerque Foundry &
Machine Works
(Incorpora~ed)

America' Foremost

CASTINGS
of all descriptions,
Engineers', Contractors'
Supplies

Indian Theatre

Albuque·rque, N. M.

Albuquerque
Lumber Co.

® H E richest child is
poor without musical training-

Lumber
Cement

Glass
Paint
Wall Paper

423

I

orlh First Street

Albuquerque, N. M.
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Alpha Chi OmegaDear 10m:
Oh, if you and Pa could only see your boy tonight. I was sure in some class
society. I was entertained by the whole Alpna Chi Hou e tonight. As you know
they ha\'e the \"ery best chapter of their sorority in the whole United State. Yes
sir, it's a fact. Betty Beeson told me so. She's one of them very democratic
women. Of course she ain't quite as popular as she might be but she has three
more years. All in all, well, you know how the Alpha Chi's are: sorta stealing
the Ipha Delta Pi thunder, but their stock went up 16 points when they pledged
AwFUL COFFEY.
Yours forever,
JIMMY BAKER.

Alpha Delta PiThey have high standard o\"er at the .Alpha Delt hou e, especially when they
are choos:ng their pledge'. They don't pick them for their looks. That's one
thing they do not bother about. In fact nobody has e\'er found out what they
pick 'em for. They've had their hearts set on winning an election for many a
day, becau e they cannot li\"e on their past laurels too long. ","hy. the charter
might e\"en be re\"oked, so they put up Ruth Daily, the hottest one over there, so
you can understand why the rest of them feel like warmed over pancakes.
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Everything for the Home
Our complete stock and easy paymcnt plan make buying always a
plcasure at

The Albuquerque
Furniture Company
Flurence A. Booue
1021 2 Harvard !
._~_~_,:::;::::::;:::;:::~,:::;::::::;::;::-;::.~·.:::;::::::;::~l
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213-15 W. Gold Ave.

Phone 660
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Established 1904

FrankMindlin Co.
Jewelers-Diamond Merchants
What we say It Is, It Is

Albuquerque, New Mex.
Phone 171

lR08 East

I

D. A. MacPherson
Presidcnt

... 75c
.. 50c

lIals Cleaned and Blocked
Su i ts Pressed ..

G. W" Crump
Secrctary

Sganzini

The Credit & Investment Co.

Intelligent Cleaners

A Finance Corporation

Three-Piece Suit Cleaned and Pressed $100
Two-Piece Suit Cleaned and Pressed .. 75c
Plain Silk Dresses..
. ... 1.00 up
Cet Call For and Delivery Service
At Ca,h and Carry Prices

PllOKE 314

Authorized Capital $250,000.00
I2 I S. Second Street
Albuquerque, N. M.

314 \\". COPPER AVE.

The Ward Anderson
Printing CompanlJ

DRINK

w.

IN BOTTLES

211

Gold

Av·enue
Phone 3079

l

Albuquerque, N. M.
-

T7l l 0

j

A Pure Drin~
of National Flavor
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Phi MuDo you know there aren't any flies on the Phi Mus. No. The flies have to
draw the line somewhere. They de erve credit though. I don't mean to knock
those girls because they are not so bad as a whole, nor so good either. \Vitness
Miss Mary McConnell, who is endeavoring to uphold the social status of ·.vaning
Phi Mu by playing various suckers as Roger Ball, the campus orator, who is
lending all his power and wit to enhance the prestige of good old Phi Mil. She
was a good girl. God bless her. May the star of success shine down upon her
some day.

Let us present Kappa Kappa Gamma, God's Chosen People, Cream of the
Campus Crop, et al. Let me remind you that Mr . Lou Henry Hoover is a
Kappa. If you will remember he is the wife of Herbert Hoover, President of
the United States. As you all know President Hoover is an enthusiastic supporter of Kappa Kappa Gamma because Mrs. Hoover is a Kappa. Mrs. Hoover
because of her high position stands "In Loco Parentis" for K. K. G. Just because Mrs. Hoover and Helen \NiH are famous, there i no reason to believe
that Gamma Beta is built on a repeating model. \Vhile no doubt McKnight
could hold down any Fort, it is presuming too much to think that it will be a
White House.
The ](appa's are a Superior type, i. e., Miss Barbara Eller.

"Thank you-"

Dear reader, do not inquire too directly, too diligently, too circum pectly into
the History of Chi Omega, of their House and of their Beauty Queen. Recent
archaeological and ethnological discoveries bring to light certain unsavory details of the secret and sinister work of her politicians, Darlene Anderson and
1he Hon. Betty Holloman of Santa Fe. The aforesaid unmentionables seem to
be implicated in vote-trading and flagrant use of filthy lucre. And to save their
necks and Holy Traditions from infamy they formed a coalition with the true
and upright "Southern Gentlemen" !

Guns

General Supply Co.

Fishing Tackle
Sporting Goods

INCORPO]tATED

I

Simonson Cycle Co. !
207 South Second Street
I
I

Office Equipment and
Supplies
407 W. Central Avenue
Albuquerque. New Mexico
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G. T. HAMMOCK-I

Hoover Motor Co.

102 \\'e t Central Avenue
Albuquerque. N. f.

E. G. Fuhrmeyer, President

Distributors of

Cigars, Cigarettes and
Tobacco
Magazines
Newspapers-Candy

Nash Motor Cars
For Eleven Years
North Fourth at Roma
Albuquerque
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BUY FURNITURE

Star Lumber and
Supply Company

WHOLESALE
and get the best in America. Be
sure to see HOlT before you buy-

Builder's Store

c. S. BOlT

Sherwin-Williams Paints
Barrett Roofing

til 706 E. Central
Fine Furniture
tI
Across from Methodist San.

1025 N. 4th St.

Phone 829

I
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Make BOWLING
YOUR SPORT

Our

COVERS

Only 20c Per Line
and Great Fun

were manufactured by

Weber· McCrea Company I

Brunswick Bowling Center
North First St.

4:&1 E. Sixth St.

•

Los Angeles, CallI.

I
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I

GIYE-

Butter..Nut Bread

i

Libertg Cafe
Albuquerque's

-A place on your table

Best
A-LOAF BAKERS, INC.

1
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DEACO

\RLEDGE.-The less said the better. Amen.

FRA K STORTZ.-The one man on the campus who has been able to
sit in the caucus meeting of both political parties. But raised himself above
politics on election to office. Thinks himself unequalled by any other man on
the campus, and in some re pect this is true.
rETER GOOD.-Young man you don't need to be handsome to make
women 10"e you; you don't have to brim over with vim, vitality or vigor, or you
Jon't have to talk like the Harvard 5 ft. shelf.-See any of our men-Consider
Peter B. Good.
Don't "'ait any longer, boys.
ign up with dear old
ber, "It's the hours after supper that count."

~

igma Chi and remem-

R. SCHOO O\'ER P \.L~IER.-Reaven's gift to Prohibition and the
Ladies. It will be remembered he instigated Theta Alpha Phi by his superb
acting, encouraged music by hi "Blue Flames," and graduated after a stormy
career, in Engineering-magna cum laude. ~Iay we present Mr. Palmer, an eminently pure and upright young man.
JOR R· SSELL.-"John asked me for a date," cried the Beta Sig, ru hin rr
from the telephone. "John Russell is a darling." And the dear girl is so thrilled to
death, he is so happy she could scream. (Fellows, if you would cheer a maiden's heart call her up or be a big man like John Russell and simply master her.
Then you, too, shall be a darling.)
GEORGE MORRISON.-Only on rare occasions does a true leader of
men arise and such was the need of the K. A. brethren for a new House president.
Wherefore the brothers gathered together in the old K. A. bunk-room 'lnd sat
long and solemnly-in the end as it is to all things, Bro. George Morrison wa
chosen president, a erious, dutiful, able executive for an exalted position.
S. P. E.-The birr joke of the campus, the new S. P. E. House and the number of their pledges.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-e---...."..
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THE EUGENIC BAllY
(One of those earthy Russian

O\'els)

It \Va dark. In fact it was dark. Rain, drizzling rain, Cold. Clammy.
Light. Heat. Power. Ivan. a Child of The Soil was in his element. He lay
dead drunk on a dung heap, belching merrily.
Once more, he raised the bottle nf \~odka to his lips. It was empty! Empty!
There was no more Vodka. Slowly. the fact filtered through his rock-bound
~kLtll. He would have to get more. He must have more. \"here could he get
it? He slowly got to his feet and brushed his teeth.
Suddenly. a baby's shrill cry broke into his meditation. He dug down frantically into the dung. and there was Li'l Willie. the Eugenic Baby. Ivan lovingly smote him with a two-by-four. Could anything be more Russian?
Just then, the sound of a rapidly approaching Ford was borne on the wind.
The hoof beats drew nearer. "Ugh" grunted I van, gruntingly.
"Ride 'im.
Cll\\ boy," yelled \\'illie as he played hide and seek in Ivan's purple beard.
\\'ho
\vas it that was approach ing? It was not Pau 1 Revere. It was not Earl Sande,
It \\'as ,'onia. the toast of all the Barracks.
She flung herself to the ground. rIel' deep baritone broke the silence.
"I\'an!" she murmured. Passion s\velled in her breast. ShE; was choked with
passion Lo\·e. Blind, de\'oted lo\·e. She cut him across the face with her riding whip. He led a left to the ja\\-.How he 10\'ed her! She blocked beautifully
and executing a pretty pirouette, she sank her foot into his stomach.
In the midst of the darkness and the despair, thi beautiful example and love
and flaming pa sian unbridled affected the young \\"illie. and he sympathetically
sank a pitchfork into Ivan's kidney.
The storm raged. Lightning. Thunder. H.aill.
(The

I~nd)

He. "T like to take experienced g:rls hOI11('."
She: "1'111 not experienced. ,.
He: "Well, you're not home yet. e:ther.'·

..,
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Dollars, All desirable forms of life and endowment insurance and annuities. Annual dividends and guaranteed cash
values to policy-holders,

J.

H. COONS, Manager

Albuquerque,

New Mexico
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+COLLE.CE.·
ANNUAL· DIVlfJON+
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[

~AMI'
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COMDA'V

BiRMINCHA.
0)

Thus endeth the last act of the alluring
drama of college life that we have been
portraying to you_
Our purpose has been not only to make
this volume an accurate record of your college acti\-ities but also an artistic t"ntity_
In adopting a theme of the old ew Mexico
Mission we have tried to bring to you a
beautiful portrayal of the early educational system in our great state_
Above all. if we have been able to produce a \"olume that is pleasing to you, we
shall ha\-e accomplished our ultimate goal.
-THE STAFF.
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